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Pr~ident'~ M~~age 
What is Space? 
The astronauts and scientists have technical 
definitions, but I like the answer given by a 
schoolboy. "Space," ' he said, "is room to 
grow.'" 
The Space Age will present opportunities and 
challenges for every young person in college 
today. And it will present problems, too, as 
every age does . Education itself is being criti­
cized because we lag in the space race . But 
this only proves that we have ample "room to 
grow" and that challenges are always present. 
We will continue to t·urn out successful grad­
uates, many of whom are now working directly 
in the field of space age projects on rockets and 
missiles and in the engineering of tomorrow's 
successes. 
We at Cal Poly know that resolution and deter­
mination can solve any problem - whether it's 
one of the Space Age or of textbooks. Remem­
ber the admonition of Cassius in "Julius Caesar" 
when Brutus complained that Fate was in the 
way of mankind: "The fault lies not in our 
stars," he said, "but in ourselves ." 
So it is with today's problems. The future is not 
in the stars but in ourselves. Cal Poly has "room 
to grow, " and its destiny will be determined by 
the accomplishments of its students. 
Julian A. McPhee 
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VARD M. SHEPARD 
Division Dean 
Agrieulture 
Divisiondepartments: 1 0 
faculty: 60 
students: 1083 
WARREN T. SMITH 
Assistant Dean 
ll 
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING, Row 1, left to right, Wm. Kirkpatrick, R.E. Garza , l. Le Boy, J. F. Merson !dept. head), R. Bill ie, G. Rich . Row 2, G. W. Solo, 
L. Sankoff, R. M . Matheny, V. Meacham, W. H. Loper, J. l. Merriam, C. 0 . Remund, E. D. Gerard. 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY, Row 1, left to right, Dr. l. Suey, T. Meyer, l. l. Bennion !dept. head), S. Collins, W. R. Gibford, E. A. Bloom. Row 2, l. Woods, T. Bran· 
num, R. Harris, R. Johnson, Dr. R. Anderson, R. J. Birkett. 
DAIRY HUSBANDRY AND MANUFACTURING, Row 1, left to right, FARM MANAGEMENT, Row 1, left to right , J . P. Bromley, Dr. E. 
P. Page, H. Toone (dept . head). E. D. McGlasson . Hyer (dept head). C. G . Beck. Row 2 , J . W. Rogalla , G. J . Ch izek . 
POULTRY HUSBANDRY, Row 1, left to right, R. Pautz, R. I. Leach ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE, Row 1, left to right, H. C. Brown 
(dept. head). L. Sankoff. (dept. head), A. J . Amato . Row 2 , R. Houston , J. Hart. 
J 
AGRICULTURAL BUSINESS: Dr. D. C. Chose . FIELD, FRUIT, AND TRUCK CROPS: Row 1, left to right : R. M. 
Vorhies, Wm. Troutner (dept. head}, 0 . E. Reece. Row 2: R. H. 
Lonborg, J. W. Talbott, H. Rhoads, S. Gray. 
SOIL SCIENCE: Row 1, left to right : Dr. B. A. Dickson, Dr. L. S. 
VETERINARY SCIENCE: Left to right : Harry H. Plymale, John K. Corter (dept. head}, R. V. Leighty. Row 2 : L. . R. Green , J . P. John· 
Allen , (dept. head) . ston, (not pictured) Dr. A . M. Dean . 
ROY E. ANDERSON 
Acting Dean 
AtU &gaience8 
Division 
departments: 12 
faculty: 163 
students: 1150 
15 
MU 5IC 
AGRICULTURAL JOURNALISM: Row 1, left to right: John Healey , MILITARY SCIENCE AND TACTICS: Row 1, left to right : Maj . A. F. 
Clyde Hosletter (acting dept. head), Vincent Gates , loren Nichol ­ Mori condo , Col. W. E. H. Voehl (dept. head), Mrs . A. M. Tomlinson. 
son; not p ictured, Douglass Miller. Row 2 : M/ Sgt. H. Bra dley, Copt . D. Brown . Row 3 : Mr. W. Page, 
1st Lt. W. Yewdoll Jr., SFC F. J . Musculi. 
MUSIC: left to right : H. P. Davidson (dept. head), G. Beattie . TECHNICAL ARTS: Dr. C. C. Cummins . 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES: Front row, le ft to rig ht: R. C. Ha tfi e ld , H. E. Colt, F. M. Ess ig , G. A. Noble, W. Thurmond, A. Roest , D. Hynes . Second row: D. H. Thomson , 
Dr. R. J . Rodi n, Dr. P. V. Wells , J . H. Applegarth , D. H. Montgomery, Dr . R. F. Hoove r, Dr. R. A. Pimentel. 
EDUCATION: Front row, left to right : Y. Hickenbottom, Dr. B. Loughran , Dr. W. Schroeder, department hea d, P. Turner, M. (ass . Second row: D. A. G. Butzbach , 
D; . J . A. Langford , Dr. H. H. Scale s , Dr. N. S. Gould , I. A. W illson . Third row: Dr. E. Ernatt , Dr. R. Coll ins, Dr. J . B. Wiley, Dr. D. W. Andrews , Dr. W. W. 
Armen trou t , J . C. Gibson , H. H. Bu rl ing ham . 
ENGLISH AND SPEECH, Front row, Dr. D. M. Grant, deportment head. Second row, E. Marston, M. R. Johnson, B. R. Pr ice, S. L. Ba rr, Dr. M. D. Brown, C. 
Lindamood, E. B. Anderson. Third row , K. Nielsen, R. Andreini, Dr . R. K. Yeaton, Dr. P. B. Anderson, R. 0. Boothe, A. Foote, J . B. Riebe l, M. J ohnson . 
MATHEMATICS, Front row, left to right, J. B. Stefanac, 0. M. Anderson, Dr. R. D. Go rdon, R. E. Weston, G. Mach, C. El ston, Dr . W. P. Buschma n . Second row, 
V. Folsom, T. Gartland, P. Coffin, S. Church, 0 . Falkenstern, Dr. C. Hanks. Third row , B. Judd, G. Laumann, H. T. Lawrence, Dr. J . Cu lbe rtson , J . B. Goode . 
Fourth row, Dr . J. Manning, J . R. Haile. Fifth row, W. Bandes, A. Wirshup, R. Higbee, Dr. D. Moe. Sixth row , C. H. Scott, J. A. Woodworth , W . C. Hogan , J . R. 
Gilbert. Not pictured, S. Wraith, Dr. Whitson, department head 
SOCIAL SCIENCES AND BUSINESS, Front row, left to right, R. Dilts , D. Mclinn, Dr . A. N. Cruikshanks, department head, C. A. Strother, 0. L. Servatius. Second 
row, F. Angyal, D. Perella, J. Avary, Dr. P. H. Overmeyer, Dr. M. N. Franck, W. M. Alexander, Dr. P. W. Payton, J. C. Cardoni, Dr. M. E. Smith, Dr. H. E. Law. 
Dr. P. H. Overmeyer, Dr. M. N. Franck. W. M. Alexander, Dr. P. W. Payton , J . C. Cardoni, Dr. M. E. Smith, Dr. H. E. Law. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION , Front row, left to right, T. Lee, R. Anderson, Dr. B. L. Matt, department head, A. Boukidis, E. Jorgensen . Second row, W. Hides, J. J . 
Jensen, S. Harden, N. Baldwin. 
HOME ECONOMICS, Left to right, Mrs. Ann Westsmith, Miss Marjory 
Ellioll , dept. heed, Miss Gretchen Streicher!, Miss Florence Bow ler, John 
Jenkms, Miss Hogen . 
l ) 
PHYSICAL SCIENCES, Front row, left to right, 0. K .. Whipple, H. D. Walk er, L. V. Whitney, R. J. Halt, W. E. Bawls, dept. head, L. E. Hammitt. Raw 
twa, H. G. Wight, L. W. Magur, N. W. Hayman, A. W. Simon, T. Matthew, A. L. Houk. Row three, H. R. Kabat, V. D. Lewis, T. M. Rickansrud, R. H. 
Frost, J. F. Houlis, G. P. Karch , R. E. Holmquist. Row 4, P. R. Bryson, B. Kennell y, F. E. Young, J. M. Peters, L. J. Wo!k, A. J. Brunk. 
LEON F. OSTEYEE 
Act ing Dean 
Engineering 
DiVision 
departments: 1 0 
faculty: 91 
students: 2027 
21 
ARCH\rrrrti~F 
ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING, Front row, left to right, W. R. Phillips, G. J. Hasselein, dept. head, R. E. Williams, R. A. Polley. Row two, K. E. Schwartz, K. R. 
Holmes, G. E. Erv in, H. H. Mager 
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING, Front row, left to right , F. Verano, I. J . Kogan, C. Radius, dept. head, S. Gupta, H. J. Hendricks. Row two, C. A . Hera ld, C. B. 
Cloonan, N. H. Chaney, H. S. Zimmerman, H. K. Wolf, C. E. Fisher, F. H. Stuck. 
PR INTING, Front row , left to righ t , J . Babb , A. M. Fe ll ows , de· WE LDING, Front row, le ft to ri g ht, C. W. Shoop, R. C. Wiley, 
part<nen t head , C. H. Gregory , L. H. Eckrote . Second row , H. E. deportment head, E. P. Bong io . Second row , G . Whitney, G . E. 
Howe, J . Truex, W. Dunn . Seeber, M. Compton , R. I. Sysum . Not pictured, R. All en , E. P. 
Cook. 
MECHANI CAL ENG INEERING, R. T. Kombrin k, L. P. Stoker, C. P. Davis, C. 0. Bishop, E. 0 . Stoffel. Second row , R. P. Jensen , F. S. Crane, E. R. I-iesch , H. J . 
Jackson, H. Reece . Third row, T. B. Mi xon , J . G . Andresen , R. M. Johnston , M. P. Taylor, G . C. Bauer. 
---- --- --~-~----------------......----,.---~·~------
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING, F.ront row, left to right, T. K. 
Myers, I. F. Philbin, J. 0. Richa rdson , dept. head, L. W. Gustafson. 
Row two, S. B. Rapp, A. M. Zollars, C. J . Pr ice, W . L. Werback. 
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING, Fron t row, left to right, E. A. Breckan, 
M. J . Fat te r, dept. head . Row two , J. R. Hai le, R. R. Gerard. Not 
pictured, G. W. Cockrie l , G. E. Hoffman. 
AIR CONDITIONING AND REFRIGERATION ENGINEERING, T. G. 
Graves, J. McG rath , dept..head, N. Sharpe. Not pictured, J. Hayes. 
MACHINE SHOP, Left to right , T D. Kay , L. E. Richards, R. E. Hall, 
E. W. Betz, F. F. Whiting, dept. head. 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, Front row , left to right, R. Korsmeyer, F. Bowde, deportment head, G. Furimsky. Second row, E. Fryberger, R. Dickey, W. Anderson, 
A. Landyshev , J. Van Asperen. 
25 
Living 
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•. 
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DAVE BROWN BOB BOSTROM 
Council Cha irman Housing Manager 
Inter- Dorm Counail 
RESIDENCE HALL COUNCIL: Front row, left to right: Bob Machado, Lynn Boynton, Tom McCarthy, Frank Garcia, Rick Phillips, Paul 
Cunn ingham, Denis Wagner, Dave Brown, Linda Lower. Row two: Dan Bellack, Tim Collins, AI Pease, Bill Coberly, Brent Jobe, 
Daniel Hancock, Shirley Otto. Row three: Mrs. Murray, Tom Stanford, Phelps Hobart, Dan Haley, Phil Bohm, Aaron Makaiur. 
Row four: Fred Alexander, Lew Borzini , Frank Carroll, Ray Manning , Daniel Stone. Row five: Bob Bostrom, Lynn Dyche, Stan 
Kellerup , Jim Churchill, George Maybee, Liz Rayl, Marcella Moore. 
28 
Front row, left to right: Jess Hanson, Stan Kellerup, dorm manager; Don Davis, treasurer; Bill Coberly, dorm rep.; Gil Delcid, president; Charles Duncan, 
sport manager. Second row: Gary Grayson, Bill Fenical, Bill Fenell, Ron Downing , Mike Cosner, Steve Ford, dorm mother; Russell Coover, Robert 
Calderon. Third row: Charles Rivas, George Ghiglia, Line Diaz, Warren Ludvigsen, Bill Brailsford. 
Calaveras 
Bayr~ Houge 
Front row, left to right : Bonne Lynn Saunders, Judith Youngblut!, lrmalee Wigg ins, president; Paula Stoepker, Pam Reynolds. Second 
row: Sueann Rogers, Saralee Boscacci, treasurer; Pat Reynolds, Susan Handley, vice president; Salli Baird. Third row: Patti Walker, 
Robin Sherwood, Dianne Storch , Kathleen Schnell , Lynn Barrett. Fourth row: Polly Powell, house manager; Miss Bayles, Helen Lindsey. 
29 
Front row, left to right: Douglas McDonald, vice-president, Dick Emerson, sec.-treas., Paul Cunningham, president. Second row: Alan Kittelman, Richard Nelson, 
Buell Brown , Phillip Bi les, Glen Douglas, Leonard Grilli, Jorge Montero, Alex Wong. Third row: Vic Andreone, Jim Barth, David Nielsen, Andy Calvery, 
Anthony DiNapoli, Dennis Riddle, William Hullinger. Fourth row: Gordon Martin, Joe Gilman, Charles Nigl , Lea Rapps, Mike Phelan, Carl Mittag, Harry 
Claar, Dave Butzine. Fifth raw: Bob Fuller, Terry Burns, Robert Yount, Dale Nordstrom, Jerry Hawkins, Allen Evans, Lee Foreman, John Degenfelder. 
Whitney Dorm 
30 
Palomar Dorm 
Front row, left to right, Dick Anderson, Paul Rutter, John McSwain , AI Nader, Chuck Giordano, Daniel Nitta, Tetsuo Uno , Anthony Chan, Raymond Totah, 
secretary-treasurer; Jim Root, Neil Bennett, Mike Oilio, Phil Bohm, dorm manager. Second row, Dan Lillywhite, Henry Span, Tom Bragg, Tony Pallares, Richard 
Brockett, Fred Bubeck, Gale Williams, Houshang Motamedy, Burt Stevenson, Frank Bryant, Jack Wagenaar, Robert Rumble, Ray Milani . Third row, Daniel 
Hancock, president; Donald Longacre, Walt Pyle, Henry Miller, David Hilliard, M ike Desch, Kenneth Beach, Gene Klauer, Pete Vallerga, David Buchla, Jim Avenell, 
Dick Ichikawa. Fourth row, Anthony Massa , Tim Newcomb, Gene Covey, vice president; Lowell Claassen, Lyle Lewis, Dave Stadler, Mark Gaskiewicz, Jan 
Hollenberg, Kent Therp, George Campbell, Malcomb McCormick , Douglas Heinicke . 
31 
Front row, left to right, Judith Houk, Hilda N. Lipner. Second row, Maureen Mill s, Susan Standlee, Becky Reynolds, 
Tex Wilcox, a nd Toni Kelley. Third row, Sheila Booth, Judy Sousa, Shirley Sesna , and Sherri Todd. 
Po~ lodge 
Pluma~ Dorm 
Front row, left to right, Dan E. Robbins, dorm president, and Edward A. Burfine, manager. Second row, John Quick, 
Mike Williams, Bill Reynold, Greg Randolph, and Wayne Anderson . Third row, Barry Wilson, Leland Hardesty, Falcon 
West, Wallace Burfine, Richard Reeder, Stephen Price, and ~ouie Tallerico. 
32 
Front row, left to right: lee Foreman, manager, Paul O•setti, vice president, Bernie Sullivan, pres ident, John Schuster, 
athletic manager, Fred Stricker, Jr., Clifford Schwonder. Se :ond row: Roy Wisnom, Gory Petterson, Jim Spillane, Ken ­
neth Norman , Don Bellock, Ed lenvix, Hugh Sepohpor. Thid row: William Popudopulo , Preston Smith, lorry Schwab, 
John Hoxie, Chuck lone. 
Maripoga Dorm 
Modoe Dorm 
Front row, left to right: Vic Dollente, treasurer, Delver! Clement , vice president, Tim Collins, president, John Collier, 
secretory, Colvert Clement. Second row: Tom Smith, Roger Cromwell , Duane ·Day, Jim St. Claire. Third row: Tex Culber­
son, Harry Dios, Jr., Gory Porter. 
Lundin 
Left side, to;:> to bottom, Sue Fuller, Charle-dean Almond, Laurrie Perrin, Bonnie McDonald, Pam 
Lettow. Right side, Jacquie Powell, Arl ene Perry, Linda Hughes, Ga le Barber, Sylvia Knight, house 
president. 
El Dorado Dorm 
First row, left to right, Dick Phelps, Gordon Umemoto, David Coe, Harry Yamamura , El Jay Overholt. Second row, Richard W. Jones, Aaron Makaiwi, Robert 
Wulf, Ken Perry, Don Ferguson . Third row, Jim McCoey, Robert W . Marin, Jim Little, Chuck Lane, Dud Lange. Fourth row, Jim Seiler, Dave Kennedy. Fifth row, 
Craig Mills, Barry Whitmore, Larry Walker, Ken Benson. Sixth row, Rich Zwakenberg, Roy B. Wells, Barry R. Martin, Tom Hockersmith . 
34 
Front row, left to right: Dave Brown, Dorm manager, Brent Jobe, president, Dale Ackels, treasurer, Kenneth Farr, secretary, Dick Ellis , v ice-president, Jim Fa irall, 
Dale Knutsen, George McKenzie, Douglas Williams. Second row: Tom Stanford, Oliver IIIia , Harvey Honda, Paul Jacob, Stan Ishii, Patrick Fitzgerald . Third row: 
Charles Mistretta , Jon Hillen, Bill Parker, Loren Schilder, Elmer Baumgarten, Noel Kawachi, Shoji Yasuda , Fred Zerlaut. Fourth row: Dave Ha ll iday, Tom 
Hamilton , Allen Hulseman, Thomas Simpson, Johnny Gudgel, Gary Schlageter. 
Monterey Dorm 
Harris 
House 
J 
Front row, left to. right: Cleo Kramer, Lorraine Larramendy, Amy Blanchard, Gail Thomas. Second row: 
Sandra Parrish, Carol Collopy, Judy Noorda, Judy Koerner. Third row: Honora McPherson, Karen 
Hjorth, Leona Marcellin, Laurie Padgham. Not pictured: Denise Deal , Lynda Ackerman, Linda Lee 
Rathbone, Anita Keeth, Karen Reuter, Nancy Ranf, Kay Young, Kay Aratoni, Marge Redington, Penny 
Varnes. 
Fun House 
Diablo 
Front row, left to right , Rick Phillips, president; Don Haley, manager; Richard Ford, vice president. Second row, Chet Hartley, John Keyes Jr., Bob Patti, Carl 
Olson, Gerry Stillman, Jaguar Loeffler, James Barron . Third row, Robert Rickleffs, Richard Lockie , Ed Naylor, Bob Howell, Harold Hicks, Bob White. Fourth row , 
Gene Prete , Peter Ashton , Joseph Shaw, Roy Ellis, Larry Cole, Donald Hagadorn . 
36 
Front row, left to right: Don lang, Ch ic Jones, treasurer; Don Rowe, secretary; Dave Bowers, president; Bill Dykas, social chairman; Cyrus Sabouni , Jeff Albert. 
Second row: Don Becker, Richard Barcus, Dennis Newton, Ralph Oppfelt, Chuck Russell, Patrick Pinho . Third row: Donn Johnson, Don Mueller, Gaylord McCool, Peter 
Reitz. Fourth row: Ronald Hiebert, Norman Seir, Bert Nale, Cliff Hillebrand!. 
Dog 
House 
37 
Firehouse 
Dorm 
Front row, kneeling, left to right, Bob Sloat, Fredy, Don Jackson, Jerry Crews. Second row, Don Horal, Vincent Cerniglia, 
Larry Amaki, Stuart Sunderland, Jess Gunter. Not pictured, Tom Graham, Art Duarte, Hans Clauson, Steve Fredericks, Len 
Triano. 
Front row, left to right , Mike Evans, vice president; Alberto Avli, Frank Garcia, Dusty Rhoades, Robert Phillips. Second row, Douglas Serlin, Richard Miller, 
Bruce Litchfield, Lyman Miller, Larry Pratt, Dick Leyl. Third row, Mike Moore, James McKeez, Butch McCann, Bill Crichlow, Jim Moore, Don Obermann, Bill 
Lynd. Fourth 1ow, Mike McCloskey, Stephen Merryman, Ron Morgan. 
Modoa Dorm 
Front row, left to right: Ken Hammer, John Cannon, Jack Vanheden, Ski p Munsee, Ed Frost, Harry Kadani . 
Not pictured : Ray Grijolra , Gary Tecklenburg . 
0. H. Dorm 
Colonial House 
Front row, left to right: Gilbert Rodriguez , vice-president. Ray Came, president, Richard Teague, manager, 
Edwin del Pinal . Second row: Ken Car;oll, Ron Moos, Ray Oyama, Joe Ammerate, athletic mgr., Gary Gaselli. 
39 
Herdman's 
Hall 
Front row, left to right: Jim Violini , Fred Radelfinger, J ohn Dalziel, Neil Scott. Secorild row: Marvin Smith, Bob 
Sanders, Noun Fowl.e, Bill Braun . Third row: Charles Bruce, Bob Hunter, Art Linton, Detlev lange. 
Front row, left to right: Judy Donoho, Joyce Hopkins, president, Joanie Estes , downstairs representative, Zoe Boseck, secretary, Dee Osargent, Beverly Giansiracusa, 
Sally Sims, Faye Clausen. Second row: Barbara Whelchel, Bonny Cairns, Ann Jordan, Linda Aborn, Linda Shickley, Mary Fran Crowe, Carolyn Golba. Third 
row: Janet Dooder, llean Roimond, Gerry Hedgecock, Barbaro lhne, Nona Flores, Sue Goydon, Jeanette Ferrini, Carolyn Gray, Judy Henshaw, Eileen leppold, 
Jacquie Pone. Fourth row: Sue Roberts, Betty Coleman, Barbaro Hannon, Sandra Wherry, Helena Tidrow, Cath ie Williams. Fifth row: Pam lettow, Bess Woylett, 
Gertrude Glodin, Joan Soares, Arlene Perry, Sue Fuller, Sue Heigel, leRoe Donaldson, Carol Turner, Carol Bucher. 
Jespersen Dorm 
Atop the geodesic dome: bottom row, left to right: Jay Lund, Pat Flannery, Bill Fairbairn, George Montalvo, Gwen Delury, Bob Re (toes up) , Sonya Woods, 
Walt Lovelady, Gerrie Cote, Jay Holliday, Francisco " Poco" Morimoto. Second row: Jim Curtis, Horace Love, Kay Johnson, Bob Tomkinson, Don LaTrobe, Alice 
Creasy, Gene Knauer, Jeanie Whitlock, Ellen Boswell Anderson, Bob Vredenburg. Third row: Kathy Wheeler, Leon Montalvo, Carol Ely, David Brown, AI 
Fletcher, Phil Carty, Don Blank, Gary Schwandt. Fourth row: Bob Sanders, Carlos Mendoza , Jim Church ill, Jon Peterson, Suzy Weatherford, Ken Gerlock, Ralph 
Mahan , Brad McFadden , Glen Armann , Mike Hays . Not Pictured: Verna Cully, Bub Cully, Maida Delury, Tom Cloud, Ken Seikel (the photographer), Gale Manley, 
Lou Harrold, Mike Coffy, Gary Brusca. 
Qgondalierg 
Morrig Houge 
Left to right, Patricia Owens, " Rusty" Stansberry, Calista Marris, House 
Moth e r, Marilyn Coke r, Linda Arzt, Robertto Silbersdarf. 
Front row, left to right , Steve Wa ldron, Bob Willis, Don Stone, Neal Moody, Bi II Fey. Second row, Dove Boyle, Don Null, Marc LaBarre, Gory Copson, Ken 
Nichols . Third row , Richard Palm, Roy Imamura , Jim Stigall, Jerry Todd , Brio n McCormick. Fourth row, Woody Smith , Lorry Cookson, Joe McGuire . 
Po~ Engineerg 
42 
Turner House 
Front row, left to right: Jeannie Foote, and Donna Williams. Second 
row: Judy Silva, Gail Bonde, Joanie Wake. 
Front row, left to right: Denis Wagner, Pete Edwards, Carl Murry, Stuart Lilly, Ram Paul Gupta, Ted Wilde . Second row: Rawson Lloyd, leo lamb, Afjey 
Mohsen, Roy Myers, layard Kirby, Paul Thie lke. Third row: Ardeshir Bahar, Ken Roberts, Robert Baranek, James Barren, Ross Dileo. 
Deuel Dorm 
Front row, left to right: Lynn Kristic, dorm rep .; Bobbi Noeggeroth , 1st floor rep., Marcella Moore, president; Laure l Ia Edwards, treasurer; Michele Bergen, 
vice president; Sally Brawn, secretary; Coral Zeller, 2nd floor rep .; Florence L. OeMarca, Head Resident. Second raw: Karen Brawn, Linda Stewart, Mary Correia, 
Penny Lundeberg , Linda Allen, Karen Grant, Mary Lou Brasseit. Third row: Dian Markey, Anne Miller, Lynne Hippler, Melody Macy, Sandra Greable, Judith 
Youngblutt, Mari Anne Cram, Judy Adamson. Fourth row: Marily McEachen, Jeanne Barringer, Francie Harned, Judy Markoff, Bonne Saunders, Donna Valen­
zuela, Betty Strom. Fifth row: Judy Mastro, Janice Leonard, Gale Barber, Carol Gilmour, Donna York, Lani Emery, Linda Shehane, Diana Nicolaus, Peggy 
Whiting . Sixth row: Susan Fel icia no, Carole Willett, Jan Rhoda , Bonnie Bauer, Shirley Ann Varnau , Carol Rizzo, Carol Ramsey, Teri Warrick, Rae Ann 
Kastman, Vanette Hall. 
Heron Hall 
Front row, left toright: Vic Lanini, Ne il Bono, Paul Sullivan, Co. Dorm .Man; Don Winter, Co. Dorm Man . 
Second row: Jimmy Moore, Charles Hoffman, Ray Moynier, Lee Hodge. Third row: John J . Cadden, Rene 
Peauroi, Mike Richman . 
Truakee Dorm 44 
Front row, left to right, Barbara Wright, upstai rs rep; linda Wilkinson , RHC rep; Carol Harris, vice president; Carlor:a Ram irez, president; Angel ina Vigil , lo is 
Axtell , downstairs rep .; Brenda Jobe, secretary . Second row, Marcia Petersen, Barbara Rhodes , Cathy Ph ipps, Carla Kaufman, Fran lane, Ani ta Glenn , Barbaro 
Brosh , Jacqu1e Powell. Third row, An-thi Hoang Anh, Nancy Tubesing, Mary Jo livers, Ruth Eddy, Judy Betlach, Patsy Rodriguez. Fourth row, Judy DuBay, 
Judy Keeble, Angelina Chan, Elaine Anderson, lynne Chamberlain, Ruth Dather, Stephanie Paszynski, Ruby Miller, Mrs. Johnson . Fifth row , Charlotte Cook, Diane 
Berrett, louise Sturges, Vicky Porter, liz Ballas, Susan Gibson. 
Cha~e Dorm 
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Front row, left to right: Nguyen Anh, 'Clinton Wilcox, Don Stone, Chos. Cartwright, Ngo Dinh Ngoon . Second row: John 
Burrows, Don Lutzky, Randy Brandt, Tom Casper, Henry Buffalow. Third row: Dave Freeman, Steve Canada, Dick Busch, Jim 
Walker, Dean Carlson, Mac Brinton. Fourth row: Ray Manning s, Dave Parks, Norvin Brewer, Ron Burton, Art Galassi, Jim 
Shiota, Phon Ngoc Chou. Fifth row: Elden Sandy, Jan Buhler!, Ed Brabham, Don Campbell, Ken Loti, Gary Gospodnetich. 
gierra Dorm 
Front row, left to right: Gerald McCall, treasurer; Mike Hill, Larry Rolufs, president; Steve Rumpf, secretary; Jerry Mihld , social 
chairman; Kenneth Ray Lewis, chaplain. Second row: Don Fe·rguson, Dale Allen , Gary Hartman, Tom Andreas, house manager; 
Richard Vernon, vice president. Third row: Tony Demit, Donald Snyder, Shel Clem, Stan Dryden, Richard Vaughan. 
Judge'~ Hou~e 
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Front row, left to right : Randy Olson, president, Anthony Bertholf, vice-president, George Sousmon, sec. -treos ., Phelps Hobart, RHC 
representative, John Morgan, officer of the day . Second row: Ciavid Ashley, dorm manager, John Dunbar, Paul Key, Richard 
Jones. Third row: Ainopou Muneu, Bill Harting , Bob Grib, Dole Dodrill. 
Tehama Dorm 
Front row, left to right: Emil J . Soxberg, dorm manager, Steve Mcintyre, secretory, lew Borzini , vice-president, Tom Beatty, athletic 
chairman, James Bunker, activities co-chairman, Ronnie Blaine, treasurer. Second row: Melvin Aoki, James Chandler, Ronald 
Sarene, Jim Bergener, Joy Peace, Coluin Berger. Third row: Bob Carlson, Joe Akkerman, Rice Berkshire, Wayne Borthelomew, 
Noel Albright, Bob McDearmon . Fourth row: Paul A. Boump, Ron Banister, Jock Carlisle, Tom Beswick, Pete Benway, Robert 
Burson, Roy Working. 
Tuolumne Dorm 
l 
: ' 
Front row, left to right, Luis .A.. Cisneros, Lorry Collins, Darrell Cummings, John Harlan, Richard Abrams, Ron Lacey, AI Bruns, Lee Chapman, secretary-treasurer, 
Fred Chan. Second row, Edwin Nabeta, AI Kisner, Dave Weiss, Dave Bosworth, Hank Tober, William Patterson, Robert H. Mann, Robert Huntsberry, Louie Lacopi, 
Herald Kola. Third row, Michael Mosbrooker, Frank Lucero, Dave Heine, Steven Biddinger, vice-president, Gary Gladden, Richard Palmer, Pete Brucato. Fourth row ' 
Edley Watson , Phillip Cody, Bill Beck, President; Lynn Dyche, dorm manager; Bill Watson, Ron Johnson . 
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Hewson House 
Front row, left to right: Jim Rogers, secretory; Ken Wickstrom, vice president; Chuck Devore, president; Ross Poulson, Scott Meyer, Joe Castellano, Gene Martin, 
Tony London, Kalani Lizama. Second row: Gholam Ali Partovi, Greg Martin, Phil Baker, Robert Kump, Kenneth Nakahura , John Swart, Dave lma i, Lovell Chase, 
Milton Jennings. Third row: Dean Lattin , Raul R. McAllister, Jerry Gaynor, Robert Barnett, Jimmy Holbrook , Court Guerin, Albert Fowler, Don Wittorff, James 
Hoard. Fourth row: Ron Chinnock, Tom Kolich, Kjell Bjormen, George R. Harvey, John Lackey, Charles Simpson , Gordon Chapman, Lewis Colarossi , Christopher 
Greig . Fifth row: Richard Wilt, Fred Ornellas, Ernest Robello, Bill Allen, Bill Rice, Paul Stephens, John Holt, Gary Deeds , Grey Whipple. Sixth row: John Be isner, 
James Moore, Bob Douglas, Emil Grenda, Norman Norlander: Tom Zensius, Marcus M. Nay. Seventh row: Tom Cable, Gordon Apel, Danny Beauchamp, Tak 
Aratani, Jerry Williamson, Bill Burke, Don R. Taylor. Eighth row: Fred Fabbri, Robert Ueunten , James Holmes, Manuel Juarez, Georgey Lewellen, Pete Stickney. 
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··: 'Po~ ROyal Oqeen. ' .... 
faye Clausen 
Campu8 
life 
56 
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Shut in by the rain. 
Samo children can cause an awful lot of trouble! 
Secu·ity"s delight , no parking permit! 
Pow! Right in the kisser! 
Who are you burning in effigy? O,oium Den? 
. ?How much is that doggie . . .. 
Thanks for the applause. 
What Cal Po ly needs IS. more clean dishes. 
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Elephant backfield. 
The President's convocation . 
' 'When the saints come marching in!" 
Poly espionage agents at work. 
On a clear day. 
Did he join up? 
"Let's see what the Fresno Bee says about us ." 
"Are you going to take a picture of me?" 
"You hod to do all that for one class !" 
"We have tickets for everything." 
What's the jake, coach? 
You ' ll neve r make it . Five minutes before the test with 169 pages ta go! 
Cal Poly as seen by the Gateway Singe rs . 
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The party was fine but my date was a dud. 
Belly Dancing-Cal Poly Style 
I'm so starved that this chow almost tastes good. 
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German trained (?) marchers. 
Cafeteria help-exclusive dining. 
International n ~tudents 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS CLUB OFFICER$: Left to right : William Kirkpatrick, advisor; Count Filippo Giannveri-Savelli, Rome, treasurer; Saiful Butt, 
Pakistan, secretary; Sukhbir Virk, India, vice president; Toni Kelley , U.S., membership chairman; Peng Lim, Indonesia , president; and Carlos Nunez, 
Chile, program chairman. 
351 foreign students 
4q countries 20Central America 
30South America . 
North America 
(except U.SJ 7 
Middle East 124 
Europe 10 
Far East 36 
Africa 4 
14Philippines 
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Hmeida Abusheifa, senior Fruit Production 
major from Sokna, Libya and lngvar Hall­
steinsson, freshman Printing major from Ice­
land take time out for a break with Sherrie 
Keller, El Rodeo staff member. Both Abush­
eifa and Hallstiensson plan to return to their 
homeland to work in their respective fields 
after completing their education . Meanwhile, 
they keep busy in student affairs by being 
members of Cal Poly"s International Relations 
Club. 
Madan Sharma, senior Electrical Engineering major and Trilok Chandra 
Bhojack, Electronics major from India discuss plans to return to their 
homeland. 
David Wang, originally from Shanghai, China, and now a senior at 
Cal Poly won the louie Gan lee perpetual trophy as first place winner 
in the West Coast Chinese Students lntercollege Organization annual 
oratorical contest in 1959 competing against schools such as UCLA 
and USC. Dave aspires to go into the diplomatic service. 
Gurcharan Singh Bevli, senior Mechanical Engineer­
ing major, comes to Cal Poly from Ambal'a Cantt 
(Punjab). India . Bevli , president of the Visiting 
International Students Activities Club, sponsored by 
Rotary, hopes to obtain his masters degree an·d re­
turn to his country where he will become an en·­
gineer for his government. 
Count Filippo Antonio Gregorio Gionnveri-Savelli of Rome is 
quite an active member of the Cal Poly student body. A Soil 
Science major, Fil'ippo participates as treasurer of the In­
ternational Relations Club. He is also a member of VISA and 
an avid participant in gymnastics. 
Lovely Winnie Jeong of Formosa is shown in the traditional Chinese 
dress of her country . A senior, she is one of five girls represent ing 
Chino ot Cal Poly this year. 
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The latin American countries may well be proud of their representation at Cal Poly. Standing left to 
right: Brunner l. Jorge, Mexico; Juan Cubillos, los Banos; Efrain lopez, Peru; German Nef, Chile; 
Andres Meyer, Mexico; and Carlos Puleston, Argentina. Seated are : Hernan Elias, Peru and Carlos 
Nunez, Chile. 
Enjoyin·g the company of Renee Bourene, Marseille, France are Carlos Puleston of Buenos Aires, Ar­
gentina and Frank Dec of Hong Kong, China . 
Abu! Gasim Mohamed Soliman, a govern· 
ment official working with the Forests De­
partment, Ministry of Agriculture , Khartoum, 
as Information and Publicity Officer, comes 
from the Republic of Sudan·. Majoring in Ag· 
ricultural Journalism, he comes to Poly through 
the auspices of an International Cooperation 
Administration. 
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Hernan Elias of lima, Peru escorts Wang Pay ling, left, and Angelino Chon, right, both of China . 
luz Bustos, well known Col Poly coed', is shown 
in the semi·formol dress of her homeland, the 
Philippines. A senior Social Science major, luz 
is no stronger to school affa irs as she is a 
member of VISA, lnternations Relations Club, 
College Un ion Social Committee, and the 
Women 's Glee Club. luz also serves as chair­
man of the senior class plot committee and 
co-chairman of the junior·senior dance. 
Making their temporary home in San luis Obispo are Shodroch and Pauline Denker of Mproesa, Ghana, 
West Africa . He is a Craps major at Col Poly while his wife is attending ctasses at the .high school·. 
They are pictured in native costume as well as the more usual western attire. 
Organization~ 

ED McGREW 
Student Body Pres ident 
SKIP MUNSEE 
Secretory 
In this early phase of the space age it is some­
times hard to realize what is ahead of us. But 
we, here at Cal Poly, while charting different 
courses, are working for one common destination 
-success. We are receiving a solid education 
and training needed to meet our goal. In add i­
tion, we are having the opportunity for valuable 
experience in human relations and self govern­
ment. The skills and knowledge we acquire 
through our curricular and co-curricular activities 
will insure our arrival at our destination ­
success. 
Congratulations on your s·uccesses here. Continue 
them into the future . 
Ed McGrew 
-Student Body President 
BOB McCORKLE 
Vice President 
A.~.B. Officers 
Advisory 
Commission 
S. A. C. ADVISORY COMMISSION; left to right: Ed McGrew, A. S. B. President; Dick Flaherty, Engineer­
ing Division Council Chairman; Dianne Nicholson, Arts and Sciences Division Council Chairman; Harold 
Hayes, Dean of the College; Bill Powell , Agricullure Division Council Chairman·; Dan Lawson, Associate 
Dean of Activitie s; Dave Cook, Curriculum Evaluator; Jim McGrath, Faculty . 
gtudent Affairs Couneil 
STUDENT AFFAIRS COUNCIL: Front row, left to ~ight: Jim Clark, Irwin Haydock, Tom Bragg , Shirley Seona, Don Long, Bob McCorkle , Dick Abrams. Second row: 
Dan Lawson, John Honeyman, Skip Munsee , Lowell Claassen, Don Bryant, Ed McGrew. Third row: J . Philip Bromley, Mike Andrews , Dick Compton, John Panogo­
kis, Jon Plank, Leland Johnson. Fourth row: Gale Enstad, Jerry Kechter. 
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CONSTITUTION AND CODES COMMITTEE: Front row, left to right : Sonya Woods, Bill Powell. 
Second row: Bob McCorkle, Herm Forlough. 
Constitution &Cod~ 
Donation 
DONATION DRIVES COMMITTEE: 
Booth, Ernie Brazil. Second row: 
Cork! e . 
FINANCE COMMITTEE: Front row, left to right : Everett M. Chandler, Advisor; Ric Berndt, Cha irman; Donald S. 
Nelson, Advisor. Second row: Noel Grogan , Donna Smith, Julie Holmquist, Joe Boyd. Third row: Ed McGrew, 
Dave Kennedy, Gene Klauer, Tom Priest, George Maybee , Paul M. Wilson . 
Finance 
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Drive 
AWARDS COMMITTEE: Front row, left to right : Barbara La Rosa, Skip Munsee, Peggy Mc­
Knight. Second row : Frank Bryant, Lee Foreman, Ted Shugar, Dick Robken. 
Awards 
Front row, left to right: Sheila 
Phillip Bromley, advisor; Bob Me-
Committees 
1111111111111111111 
1111111111111111111 
ELECTION COMMITTEE: Front row, left to right: Sue Roberts, Bob McCorkle , Linda Aborn . 
Second row : J . Gull ivan , Herm Farlough, Dan Lawson . 
Election 
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52nd Annual 
left to right : Pat Reynolds , lynn Boynton, Queen Mona Stone, Carol Gilmour, and Cathy Lucas.Royal Court 
HOMECOMING COMMITTEE: Front row, left to right: Mary Fran Crowe, publicity; Alice Whetmoyer, secretary; Bill Barbour, 
queens; Tom Dirkes, bonfire dance; and Steve Bauer, dance . Second row : Jerry Cleaver, general chairman; Jim Evans, parade; 
Dave George, social; Jim Reynold's , parade route; Jerry Kechtor, judging; and Tex King. 
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Homeeoming 
President Jul ian McPhee accepts g ift from 
the Class of 1959 during homecoming 
activ ities. The painting was presented to 
the co llege and now hangs in the library 
lobby. 
Mardi 
Gras 
Holiday 
Tri -Beta w ins the sweepstakes with 
the ir entry. 
At the end of the parade there was 
an old-time Negro funeral proces­
sion accompanied to old-time jazz. 
Cheer leaders 
Front row, left to right: Gale Manley, 
Ron Pardini, head cheerleader. Second 
row: Morris Skeinderion, Hugh Keyton, 
Fronk Ga rcia . 
Ral~ 
Committee 
Front row, left to right: Don Holey, lee Paxton, Shirlee Dodgion , Howard Bryant, chairman; Barbaro Hannon , Jim Liston, lynn Dyche. Second row; 
Kirk Peter, Fronk Garcia, Mike McCleery, Barbaro Gill , Pot Owens, Bonnie Sounders. Third row: Carl Coppelen, Judie Woodard, Sandy Wherry, AI 
Kettleman, unidentified , Nel Ann Nettleship, lynn Kristic, lon i Emery. Fourth row: Gory Copson, Pot lettow, Dick Jones, J im Putt, Jock Trimble, Bernie 
Sullivan, Skip Munsee , Ruth Dothe. Fifth row: George McKenzie, un ident ified, Denn is Tugwell , Jerry Shultz, Barry Isenberg , Jim O"Neill , Chuck Pritchard, 
Fronk Mayhew. 
Yea! Mustangs! 
~ong leaders 
Left to right: Faye Clauson, Mary Jo Murphy, Barbara Wright, head songleader; Barbara Rhodes, Joan Estes . 
WINNING VOLLEYBALL TEAM: Front row, left to right: Kothy Reilley , Charlene Cobb, 
Judy Keeble, ond Fron Lane. Second row: Liz Payl , Barbara Wright, Barbara Rhodes, 
and Carla Kaufman . 
Who do you think you 're trying to push around? 
Intramural 
Good assist. 
Don 't touch the net, Sheilal 
Hard Punch Ballet 
Program 
Intramural swimming winners-whoever they are. 
Stretch that arm. 
The b:Jsketball playing actu;:JUs. 
CARLOS GONZALES 
lntramurals Chairman 
Guess what. This isn't the varsity! 
LOWELL B. CLAASSEN 
Music Board Chairman 
Musie 
Front row, left to right: Mary Jane Niboli, Lowell Claassen,~ick Hall. Second row: Matij Mirko, Band President, Bruce Allan, 
Allan, Asst. Mgr. Collegians, Gary Renger, Band Manager, Barbara Boris , Women's Glee Rep., Zoe Boseck, A and S Rep. 
-Womens' Glee Rep. Third row: Bob Stallings, Mgr. Collegians, Mike McRae, Board Rep. Collegians, Don Isaac, Men's 
Glee President, Bruce McClellan, Board Rep. Men's Glee, James Emerson, Men's Glee Mgr. Marshall Thompson, A and 
S Rep., Judy DuBay, M~r. Women 's Glee, 
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Front row, left to right : Dick Warner, Ray Martin , Ron Barene, Dan Raby, Luis As:arrunt, Phil Heresa, Tom Darnell, Dick Nelson, Bruce Litchfield, Gary Lim. 
Second row: Kazua Ogawa, Charles Johnson, Dean Williams, Bob Willis, Bill Janes, Ken Zlab, Dick Schleidt, Bill Brooks, Kazuo Ninimiya, Jack Herbert, Jim 
Emerson. Third row: Mike Desch, Roy Lovtang, Bob Yount, LeeRoy Brock, Bill Ehrlich, Jim Criss, Dick Barcus, Gary Tecklenburg, Madan Sharma, Lee Foreman, 
Tom Eastman. Fourth row: Jim Clark, Cliff Hillebrand!, Tom Cable, Chris Thorup, Bill Hammett, Paul Baker, Stuart Hippler, Mike Masbrooker, Larry Mattson,. 
Tom Sakata, Larry Rasmussen . Fifth row. Edley Watson , Ken Benson, Alan Gill, Don Isaac, Dave Gorbet, Norman Montague, Bruce Cowie, Gerald Linnell, Andy 
Liddell, Joseph Shaw, Ed Ewert. Sixth row. Don Goss, Dick Berber!, Bruce McClellan, Chuck Kinney, Bill Barlow, Jim Davis, Gordon Martin , Rich Scheeff, Ron 
Murray, Lowell Claassen, Dave Burton . 
Collegiang 
Men 'g Glee Club 
Seated, left to right: Bob Stallings, Manager, 
Clark Johnson, Norvel Ney, Cecil Martinet, 
Barry Martin, Don Roberts, Cris Croft, Gerry 
Gillivan, Bob Mann, Bruce Allen, Assistant 
Manager. Second row: Rich Andersen, Mike 
McRae, Bill Sharp, Eddie Valvsek, Chuck Ste­
fanelli. 
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left to right, Rich Scheeff, Chris Thorup , Don Soaac, Jim 
Davis. 
M~org &Minorg 
Collegiate Quartet 
Seated, left to right, Dave Gorbet, Bruce Cowie, Stuart Hippler, Bill 
Brooks. Second row, Andy Liddell, Gerald Linnell, larry Rasmussen , 
Chet Helt, Ron Murray, Ken Benson, lowell Claassen, Tom Eastman, 
Ed Ewert . 
Women'gGlee Club 
Seated, Harold Davidson. Front row, left to right, Gail McPhail , Jeanie Whitlock, Karen Hampl , Joon Weaver, luz Bostos , Ann Jordan , linda Allen, Roberta 
Hopkins , linda Stewart, Zoe Boseck, Dee Osargent . Second row, Donna York, Janet Anderson , Cris Te 'Groen , Jo Anne Moos, Nell Anne Nettleship, Joan Soares, 
Betty Strom, Vonette Hall , linda Shickley, Beryl Thomas , Sherri Todd, lois Axte II. Third row, Nancy Bee Esselman , Judy DuBay, liz Bel lace, Rosemary Thorne, 
Betty Coleman, Gerry Hedgecock, Kay Thorne , Jackie Estes, Barbara Whelchel , Francie Harned , Eloine Monson , Judy Mastro, Alice Whitmoyer. Fourth row, Pat 
Bader, Bonnie Bouer, Mory An n Tomasin i, Joyce Hopkins, laurella Edwards, Barbara Boris, Peg Whiting , Thayle Hancock, linda Harmon , Judy Henshaw, 
Barbara lhne, Nacy Tubesing, Nancy Sissel. 
Front row, left to right, Marshall Thompson, Mary Jane Niboli, Anita Glenn, Sherry Davis, Denise Deal , Nancy Coffer, Judy Wilcox, Sue Gayden, Paul Bewley. 
Second row, Donald Price, Sue Roberts, Glenda Greenfield , Helen lindsey, Ernie Brazil, Kay Thorne, . George Sausman, Gary Renger, Harold Wright. Third row, 
Matij Mirko, Arnold Keller, Betty Strom, Jan Devoto, Karen Grant, Gilbert Delcid , Richard Ayres, Glenn Britton, Gary Tecklenburg ., Fourth row, Allen Evans, Don 
Hamilton , Shirley Varnau, Gary White , Penny Wilson, John Harlan, Douglas Mussell, Tom Dill , Chris Croft. Fifth row, Robert Mclaren, Charles Branda , Bob Me· 
Corkle, Steve Ford , Tony Massa , Bob Battersby, Dick Landru, Kay Johnson, Lyman Small. Sixth row, Andrew Merriam, Conrad Sloop, Bill Sharp, Ed Andre, Buell 
Brown, Tom Wright, Mike McCloskey, Mary Lou Brosseit, Allen Weltz. Seventh row, Dave Stadler, John Iribarren, Ed Naylor, Barry Larson, Cliff Perigo. 
Marehing Band 
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GALE ENSTAD 
Board Chairman 
Publications 
LANORA (STEINBERGER) ENSTAD 
Business Manager 
BOARD OF PUBLICATIONS, Front row, left to right, Gale Enstad , LaNora Enstad, Barbara Harp, Gerry Ander­
son . Row two, John Healey, Loren Nicholson, Clyde Hostetter, Dr. Douglass Miller, Dave Kempf. 
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' NE WS BUREAU 
Bureau 
Front row, left to right , Don Bishop, 
Gerry Anderson, Steve Ryan. Second row, 
Do:1 D3pue , Ken Se ike l. 
Ad ~taff 
Front row, left to right , Ralph Hinds, advertis ing director, Penny Gardner, Bill Brooks, Carol Thompson. Second row, Bob Caughey, 
Dave Kempf, asst. business manager; loren Nicholson, advisor, Bill Cockshott, Marilyn Harris, La Nora Enstad, business manager. 
STAFF: Front row, left to right: Dovid Wang, Penny Gardner, Phyllis Read, Mr. Healey, Jim Grundman, Gale Enstad, Bette Betz, Marilyn Harris, Don Roberts, 
Art Vinsel. 
EL Mustang 
GALE ENSTAD 
Winter Editor 
JOYCE INGALLS 
Fall Ed itor 
PHYLLIS READ 
Spring Editor 
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KAY JOHNSON 
Associate Editor 
. 
GERRY ANDERSON 
Editor-in-chief 
r 
El Rodeo 
Fron t row, left to right, Pam Lettow, Gerry Anderson, David Wong . Second row, Bill Rice, Kay Johnson , Sue Fuller . Third row, Loren Nicholson, advisor; Ken 
Seikel, Chuck Jonolis, Lois Roberts, Sherrie Keller, Pot Fitzpatrick. Not pictured , Dove Brown, Carol Gilmour, Judy Kent, Cleo Kromer, Stuart Lilly , Shirley Sesno , 
Sandy Wherry, Charles Drummond, James Holstead. 
Poly Royal
'i 
I 
I Education - Experience - Opportunity 
Cal Poly's 28th annual Poly Royal pointed with pride 
to advantages offered its students: Education - Ex­
perience - Opportunity. 
Department exhibits this year included a life-size 
replica of the Explorer VI Paddlewheel satellite, 
a virtual " science fair" among the science depart­
ments, and student-raised livestock. 
Poly Royal took on a new look when Friday night's 
carnival was held in the parking lot east of the 
Power Plant. The Coronation Ball moved into the 
new Men 's Gymnasium for what will undoubtedly 
be a long stay. 
POLY ROYAL BOARD, Front row, left to right , Corl Beck, John Kiliany, Mary Fran Crowe, Vicky Porter, Nancy Walker, AI Pease, Don Bryant, chairman. Second 
row , Gary Morse, Lowell Claassen, Will iam Powell, Don McCullum, Clyde Hostetter, advisor; Lee Gilbert. 
DON BRYANT 
Gene ral Superintendent 

28thA Innua 
Queen Faye Clausen ex,>resses her appreciation. 
Ca rn ival and dance mix people, money, and fun. 
Poly Royal Rodeo makes its bid as one of the top attractions. 
Exhibits of all kinds are the backbone of Poly Royal. 
There 's a lot of walking and a lot of things to see. 
Tons of meat are consumed by hungry campus visitors. Po~ Royal Everyone gets in on the fun! 
Departments and clubs all take part . 
PROGRAM BOARD, Front row, left to right, Sue Bromley, Barba ra Hannon, Tom Bragg , Patsy Rodriquez, Sue G ibson . 
Second row, W il liam Alexander, Jock Cha rl son, A llan McCoy, Bil l Beck, Dick W inn, Peter Reitz, Kay W illiams, Gene . 
Rittenhouse, Bill Homott. 
College U. 
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Cal Poly's social life got off to a fast start with Welcome 
Week activities and closed with graduation traditions . In 
between were a wide variety of events to distract stu­
dents from the task of studying . There were record 
dances, the always popular Collegian dances, the Christ­ TOM BRAGG 
mas formal, and the senior ball. To increase enjoyment, Boord Chairman 
dancing classes were sponsored by College Union. 
Special programs for the year included the Stan .Kenton 
group, the Bud Taylor Quintet, and the Gateway Singers . 
Cal Poly students enjoyed the Halloween Hayride, the 
outing to Hearst Castle, and the Friday night movies. 
For College Union board, this year will be marked as the 
one in which the College Union emblem wds designed . 
This was the year that the Bridge Cl.ub, Iranian Students' 
Assn., and Cardinal Key were formed and Camera Guild 
reorganized . 
As the year closes, the outlook for Cal f?oly 's social life 
is bright. President McPhee announced plans for a col­
lege social center to be built within three years. 
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Front row, left to right: Linda Shickley, corresponding secretary; Linda Aborn, chairman; Liz Ballas, vice chair­
man; and Jerry Gi llivan, colleg ians representative . Second row : Dee Osargent, Gil Neff, Jeanne Barringer., 
recording secretary; Dick W inn , Don Blank, treasurer; Lovel l Chase, Lee Boscacci , and Mrs. Kay W i lliams, 
advisor. 
Danae Committee 
goeial Committee 
Front row, left to right : Carol Collopy, Laurie Padghan, Sue Gibson, Bill Beck, Diana Nicolaus, Judie Hoskins, and Betty Strom. 
Second row: . Dave Heine, Chuck Scurlock, Kay Williams, Luis A . Cisn_eros, Martin J. Smith , Dick S. Anderson, Mctri Anne Cram, Luis 
Ascarrunz, Johnny McSwain , Sally Schafer, Judy Ryman, and George K. Maybee. 
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Pergonnel Committee 
Front row, left to right: Lourie Podghom, Jock Charlson, Carol Collopy, Sandy Parrish. 
Publia Relations Committee 
Front row, left to right : Charlotte O"Bonnon, corresponding secretory; Helen Lindsay, l eonard Needham, guest. Second row: 
Chris Beloom, Ed lenvik, Gaylord McCool, Patsy Rodriguez-, chairman; C. Glen Orrenn, Anne Miller, Botwinder Singh, Judy 
Mastro, treasurer; George Spain, Sandy leguino, Mrs . Kay Williams, advisor. 
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Camera Guild 
Front row, left to right, Robert Boothe, advisor; Allan Heller, vice president, Gordon Geist, president; 
Gale Barber, secretary-treasurer, Richard Dickey, advisor. Second row, Steve Ryan, Ken Nichols . Third 
row, Ray Metz, Richard Holmquist , Harry Stringfellow. 
Outing~ Committee 
Front row, left to right, Pat Owens, recording secretary; Ra I ph Oppfelt, chairman . Second row, Paul Rutter, Kat hi Hamlett, 
treasurer; lrmalee Wiggins, Helen Lindsey, vice chairman, Barbara lhne, corresponding secretary; Bob Bruner. Third row ' 
AI Fowler, Don Blackwell, Dennis Newton. 
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Drama Committeer 
Left to right: Don Bishop, Bill Jesse, George Greelman, chairman; Rich Allen, O liver Cranko. 
1\ggemb~ Committee 
First row, left to right: Kay Williams, advisor; Phil Hernandez, recording secretary, Peter Reitz, chairman; Anna Fen!, Sharon Horan, 
corresponding secretary. Second row: Maynard Gulesserian, Ted Wilde, Henry Miller, John Ellis, spring chairman. 
Front row, left to right: Joe Engeln, range captain, Don Crinklaw, president, James Ingram, pub l icity 
chairman , David Bosworth, secretary-treasurer. 
Po~ 
Bowman 
Turtles 
Roadster Club: Front row, left ta right: C. W . Shoop, advisor, Ken Hannah, president, John Atwood , treasurer, Paul 
Swanson, vice president, Laurrie Perrin, Penny Varnes. Second row: Steve Shugart, Sheldon Ball, Greg Randolph, Dennis 
Riddle, Louis LeBay, Tony McCarthy. Third row: Schwab, Perry, Brazil , Karen White, Joe Proctor. 
De Molay 
f 
Fron-t row, left to right, Dr. V. D. Lewis, adviso r, Stan Kellerup, chaplain, Allen Weltz, 
president, Richard Bla isdell, secretory-treasurer. Row two, Bill Cockshott, Russell Coover . 
Blue Key 
Front row, left to right, Bert Mehling, alumni secretary, Emery Salter, record ing secretary-treasurer, Dove Kempf, corresponding secretary, Dick Robken, 
president, Bill Powell, vice president. Row two, Bob McCorkle, Bruce Wilson, Frederick Angell, Don Bryant, Skip M unsee, Dean Ma rkum, Doug 
Nelson, Michael Theilacker. Row three, Leland Johnson, Don Warden, Don M ueller, Bob Dothe, Jim Cu rtis, Everett M . Chand ler, Ric Berndt. . 
Poly Philateli~U 
Front row, seated left to right, Minnie Sleete r, Copt. E. L. Fryberger, advisor. 
Row two, Emery Mesenbr ink , Nolte Vaughn , president, Sandy Merriam , Fred 
Bo sler, David Dorms, vice president. 
Cirale K 
Front row, left to right, Gil Brown, advisor, Don Ferguson , lt Governor, division Ill, Bob Garrott, recording secretory, Jerry Westphal , corresponding 
secretory, Robert Stow, president, David Bowers, vice pres ident. Row two , William Konvalinka, Alvin Bone, Raymond Ramos, Robert Mann, Dick 
Ayres, John Harlan , Wayne Anderson . Row three, Tom Stanford, Will iam Patterson, Jerry Cleaver, Bruce Freeman, Gary Morse . Row four, Chuck 
Drummond, Ron lacey, Gordon Millar, Joe Jaensen, Ken Benson, Don Mueller, Bryant Burleigh, Bob leland . Not pictured, Berl O' Brien. 
Po~ Chi 
Front row, left to right, Winnie Jeong, Angelina Chan, Warner Chang, treasurer, Dick Wong, hi stori an , 
Marshall Wong, secretary, Sammie Gee, president. Row twa, G. A. Nob le, Mi ll ie Wong, Ha n Tam, 
Newton Lowe, Kin Wong, vice president. Kuang Hu, David Wang, Ted Jeong, T. K. Chou, Alex Wang . 
Hui O'Hawaii 
Front row, left to right, Engene Rittenhouse, advisor, Thomas Wang , vice president, Harald Chun, secretary, Donald 
Raymundo, treasurer, Carl Takushi , president. Raw twa , Ray Shirakata, John Morimoto, Donald Tagawa, Herbert Oda, 
Will iam Green , Lyle Phillips, Jr. Raw three: Walt Takatsuka, Charles Cartwright, Daniel Stone, Ray Shimamata, Donald 
Yamashita . 
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Front row, left to righ~, J. H. App legarth, advisor, l eRoy Stoner, treasu rer, James Wi lson , vice 
president, Tom Cloud, Mike (mascot). Jim Bryson, ··diver of 1959," AI Sedgw ick. Second row, George 
Hayo, Murray Baldwin, Dick Teague, Neil Raine, AI Sullenger, George Spain. Thi rd row, Rudy Torres, 
Dan l awson. 
Bowling Club 
Front row, left to right: Richard Thomas, len Needham, Tom Kurihara , Brooks Loeffler, secretary-treasurer, Jan Esten , 
John Hayashi, Bob Wada, John McSwa in. Row two: Don S:~rner, Joe Arias , Marvin Dupire, Ross Dileo, Dan Haley, 
Dennis Riddle, Kazuo Ogawa . Row three: Jesse Moss, Terry Burns , Fred Zietz, Rudy Torres, John Longley, Ron Ridnour, 
larry Goforth. 
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Front row, left to right: Nick Tinling, treasurer, Caretta Ramirez, secretary, Hank Ortman, president, Jim Reynolds, Dick Ackerman, 
Linda Arnold, Paula Stoepken, Gale Manley. Row two: Murray Baldwin, Gerrnan Nef, Jim Petersen, Jim Hoard, Kem Rogers, Joe 
Perry. Row three: Tim Johnson, AI Hale , Jerry Cleaver, Bob Emery. 
gports Car Club 
Front row, left to right: John Longley, J. G. Andersen, advisor, L. E. Schmierer, secretary, Harly Harty, president, 
Bob Maxwell, Jim Munson. Row two: Rudy Torres, Mike Sinclair, Tom Boyden, Dick Odie, Jim Bergener. 
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Po~ PenguiM 
Front row, left to right, R. Sysam, advisor; AI Shedbourne, president; Mike Arlotta, vice -president; Phelps 
Hobart. Second row, Ray Morrow, Ron Brown, Ell io tt Brown. 
Ches8 Club 
Front row, left to right , James Ew ing , David Stanwood, John Heine, Robert Andreini, Nathen Chaney. Second row, Eric Price, Fred 
Wolf, Paul Parnell, Norbert Kalthoff, Hubert Scott. Third row , Michael Zimmerman, Ronald Watkins, Gary Law, Don Parker. 
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Volkswagen Club 
Front row, left to right, David Groh, president, Jeanie Whit lock, vice president, 
Laurence H. Eckrote, advisor. Row two, Jim Donadio, AI Pease. 
Poly Players 
Front row, left to right, Keith Nielsen, advisor, George Greelman, president, Jule Bishop, secretary, Bill Jesse, corresponding secretary, 
Rich Allen, treasurer. Row two, Karen Grant, llean Raimond, Linda Johnson, Nancy Diane Smith. Row three: Carol Rizza, Don Bishop, 
Gerry Hedgecock, Rene Morrison, lois Roberts . 
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Front row, left to right, Dean Lattin, Don Horal, Dave lmai, Erwin Hiebert. Second row, Lee Osteyee, Ken Zlab, Dave Goldberg, Art Trask, 
Jim Fullerton. Not Pictured, John Patterson , Ray Henning , Marshall McKinney, Bjern Kristiansen, Tommy Johnson, Chester Bishop, Pat Weldioan, 
William Bishop, Charles Dubin, William Duelock, Mark Gaskiewicz, Jean Harrison, David Harrison, Richard Hays, Paul Leckeney, Donald 
Martin, Mike McRae, Charles Nanette. 
Po~ Corinthiang 
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Front row, left to right: Tuau Cabillas, Manouchehr Najmabadi, Hmeida Abusheifa, Basant Sandhu, Saresh loll, 
German Nef. Second row: Jasmohinder Grewal, Mani Aggarwal , Phil Heresa, Harmohinder Bawa, Herman Elias, 
Andres Meyer. 
International Relations Club 
Front row, left to right: Shadrack Donkor, Paulina Donkor, Ram Paul Gupta, luz Bustos, Filippo Gionnuzzi-Sarelli, Hmeida Abusheifa , Wang Pay-ling, 
Angelina Chan. Second row: Peng lim, Balwinder Sukhija, Joe Shin Yoo, Jim Naffa, Fateh Bika, Jorge Montero, Efrain lopez, Angelica Figil. Third 
row: Mazaffar Shah, Kiich i Ito, Jorge Brunner, Carlos Nunez, Eric De Keyo, Carlos Paleston, Ahmad Salehi . Fourth row: Moniral Chaudhry, lngrar 
Hallsteinsson, Dimitri Dimitri , Elias Georgopoulos, Sukhrir Virk. 
Arab Club 
First row, left to right: Glen Rich, advisor; Dr. Philip Overmeyer, Carol Herd, lmad Javer, president. Second row: Semi Massraf, 
Naubar Sarkissian, secretary; Maynard Gullesserian, Jameel Abu- Tabikh, Saud Abu-Tabikh. Third row: Shaman Able, Fawzi Ab­
dallah, Hamdan Najib, Mehama Douglah , Beverly Wilkinson. Fourth row: Nabil AI-Yassinin, Roushdy Afifi, Khalis Abablli, Scad 
Zayan, Allal lahlali , Mustafa Muafa. Fifth row: Emil Salmoon, Nadim Sayigh, Antone Atta lah, Vera lves, Munther, Husseini , treas­
urer. Sixth row: Hilkmat Hanna . Seventh Row: San Hermez, Mrs . Hermez. 
Alpha Phi Omega 
First row, left to right : Gil Powers, Gary White, John Callier, Steve Ryan, treasurer; Herman Farlough, president; Robert W. Cole, vice-p resident; Chuck 
Scurlock, alumni secretary. Second row: Chic Jones, Charles M. Simpson, historian, Albert Fowler, Tom Cable, Wayne Ma lone , Ralph Paulin, Steve Ford. 
Third row: John Halbrook , John Park, Bill Homan , Tom Hockersmith , Jim Craw, Dan lawson, Charles Elston , adviso r. 
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Front row, left to right, Monoochehr Yomtobion, Hooshang Motamedy, treasurer; Dimitri Dimitri, activity chairman; Abdallah Andarmani , 
vice president; Mohamed Mizani, secreta-ry; Yabhoub Tassoudji , president; John Merriam, advisor. Second row, Mohamm_ad Khalili, Abdol­
ghassem Khalili, Khosrow Mahmoudi, Manouchehr Fallah, Ahmadbadii , Haoshang Mottahedeh, Ehsan Ghodsian . Third row: Ali Tavakol , 
Gholam Partovi , Foroud Motamedy, . Ardeshir Behar, Ahmad Salehi, Eyenallah Ebrahimi. 
Iranian gtudents 
Cardinal Key 
Front row, left to right: Mrs. Murray, advisor; Anne Boysen, Barbara Boris, Donna Smith, Lois Axtell, Alice Creasy, Al ice Whitmoyer. Second 
row: Patsy Rodriguez, Vicky Porter, Ruth Eddy, Ruth Dathe, Charlene Cobb, Phyllis Green , Sonya Woods. Third row: Marjorie Redington, Lilla 
Hunter, Carla Jean Kaufman, Linda Lower, Sheila Varian, Mary Ann Tomasini, Louise Sturges. 
Let's hear those bangas, man . 
Cake, anyone? 
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Swing, cats, swing. 
If only teachers could get this kind of attention. 
Swing your partners! 
There goes one-right over the net! 
Who's going to win that game? Sorry, Fresno is. 
Let's see now . . . 
You say it,'does run? 
Just like class, only outside. 
Poly's own band at a football game. Haw could we lase? 
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What's everybody stand ing in 
Fall leadership confab-see any promising leaders? 
Who me? Dealing from the bottom of the deck? 
A multi-filtered pipe - strenuous, but That man is 
no nicotine. 
Hey, let's see how many candles! 
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l ine for? Hey! Quit crowding! 
Poly 's buxom beauties. 
::\....~I e> :l--~Freshmen frolics . ' ;:;z::: 
.:1._4- ~~ 
./'\.,7 :l.-3 
:;,­ {11 
=­0' 
.:1_(_ 1.... 
"')r-
Gosh! I won! 
really thirsty! 
Step lively now, step lively! 
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May the best man win . Hey, fella~l Slow dawn or I'll never catch up/ 
Ballet? .. . a t the bowling all ey? "'Ah-one and ah -two and ah . . _ " 
' 'What"s up , doc?" Beach buggy, ala carte . 
• 
"Crazy! " An evening with musical magicians . 
"We chew Dentyne." These youngste rs! Can ' t toke anyth ing seriously! 
"I forgot the words! " Eve rybody say " cheese." 
Drama 
"I give you beauty ond love ond ectosy. " 
"You can tell your mother that your brother, Joe, died bravely in 
battle." 
''Yes, I killed· him. He deserved to die. Now I'm ready to die, too." 
Behind every show ore the technicians. 
Br-r! Now I know why they coli it cold cream! 
This has been the biggest year for dramatics activities at 
Cal Poly since theater was introduced to the school. 
Three plays were produced in two quarters. In addition, 
Poly Players sponsored a college dance and many of the 
veteran actors and producers formed a chapter of the 
National Dramatics Fraternity, Alpha Psi Omega. 
In preparation for the Little Theater Building, which is 
presently under construction on campus, Poly Players and 
the College Union Drama Committee have begun to in­
troduce to the students, faculty, and townspeople a good 
cross section of the theater. 
The audiences responded with better turnouts than ever 
before. The fall production of William lnge's " Picnic" 
brought an audience of capacity for the Air Conditioning 
Auditorium, much to the joy of the players. During the 
Winter Quarter the Players presented a one act play at 
college hour, "The Valiant," which in addition played 
to various high schools in the area. A few weeks later 
came two performances of " Death Takes a Holiday. " 
A real gone gangster. 
rhe Beatnik version of Cinderella and her stepsisters. 
Why aren ·s class lectures as much fun as this? 
The close of an Arab Club meeting . 
Did I hear someone call me? 
It may be the fifteenth try, but l "m determined to hit that note! 
JIM CAMPBELL 
Council President 
For our internationally famous agricultural division, this 
has been another fast-moving, and eventful year - a 
year of accomplishment and proud achievements. The 
live stock, milk products, flower, and dairy judging 
teams all competed on a national level, traditionally 
capturing a large number of coveted trophies, ribbons, 
and honors for the college. 
The Los Lecheros Club honored two more. prominent fig­
ures of the dairy industry at their annual awards banquet 
at the Vets Memorial; the inspirations and encourage­
ment for better scholarship received that night cannot 
be easily forgotten . 
An overwhelming triumph of the rodeo team climaxed 
the Poly Royal festivities for the division - most of the 
prizes and trophies were acquired by the team amid 
dust and glory. 
Perhaps the most memorable and significant event of the 
year is the presentation of a picnic area to the school. 
Under the supervision of the Agricultural Council, and 
through the united efforts of the spirited Aggies, a scenic 
site on campus wa s chosen and cleared, tables and 
benches were erected, and a barbecue pit was built ­
another example of the many contributions made by 
the division to the student body. 
With these brief words to prompt your memory, we in­
vite you to turn the page and . . . reminisce ... 
Agrieulture 
. 
I 
j 
AGRICULTURAL CLUB COUNCIL: Front row, left to right: Gary Ferguson , Jim Campbell, president; Mike Hill, Howard Bryant, Warren 
Shiroma . Row two: Bob Jasper, Duane Seaberg, Frank Liberto, Leonard De Ruiter, Victor Leedy . Row three: Gary Smith, Warren T. 
Smith, advisor; Gaylord McCool , Jim Fisher, Jon Plank. Row four : Bill Powell, Bill Duflock, vice president; Don Winters•. secretary­
treasurer, Alton Hutchinson , Leland K. Johnson, Rod Miller. 
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Front row, left to right: Robert Boster, president, Verne Chapman, sergeant at arms, Edwin Wiens, treasurer, Gary Ferguson, Ag. Rep. Bob Leary, Bonnie 
McDonald, Linda Hughes, Judith Youngblut!, Carol Gilmour, Diana Dirking, Judy Markoff. Second row: Gary Hartman, Eugene Myers, John Plank, Dick Ellis , 
Bud Wilcox, Gaylord S. McCool , Lan i Emery, Sandy Wherry, Sue Heigel , AI Kisner, Don Barner. Th i rd row: Derence Kernek, Steven Biddinger, Ed Brabham, 
Don Campbell, Charlie Cartwright, Lew Borzini, Fred Radelfinger, Dud Lange, Ed Owens, Wayne Bartholomew, Bob Leland. Fourth row: Marty Wold, David 
Ryckebosch, Chuck Lane. Not Pictured : Jim Sillane, Bern ie Sulli van. 
Boots and gpur~ 
Pou~ry Club 
Front raw, left to right: Donald Jackson, Robert Rickford, Historian and reporter, Stan Kellerup, secretary, Mike Hill, Ag. Rep. Joe Arias, treasurer, James Hart, 
v ice president, R. I. Leach, advisor. Second row: Richard Carner, Edward A. Thiebaud, Billy McKeen, Gil B. Encomia, Takeshi Ishii , Nancy Giva, Gary Schwandt, 
Joe Raith, Jerry Gilbreath . Third row: A. Cobarrubia, J. Hummel , D. Tapia, A. Boyce, Gary Keddie, Marvin Oupire, Mike Clements, Milton Hall. Fourth row: 
Roland Pautz, staff, Ron Ridnour, Don Melin , Ron Downing, Phil Doub, Bill Famini, T. Sankoff. 
Front row, left to right , Lorra ine La rramedy, Amy Blanchard, Carla Jean Kaufman . Second 
row, Fran Lane, Linda Emmersen. Third row, Ken Roge rs, Sam Jackson, Wes Eade. 
Cutting and Reining Club 
Farm Center 
l 
.• i' 
Front row, left to right, Lionel Middlecamp, advisor, Gaylord S. McCool, Ag. Rep., Carl B. Waters, Treasurer, 
Edward E. Crook, chairman, Robin Wright, vice-chairman. Second row, Jonnie Galloway, Thomas Hoertkorn, 
Bob McCorkle, Lynn C. iedemen, Warren Talbott, secretary, not pictured. 
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Rodeo Club 
Front row, left to right , Bill Gibford , advisor, Dave Oakley, vice president, Carla Jean Kaufman, secretary, Riley Freeman, president, Bud Kasper, sergeant at 
arms, Andy Knowles, Chuck Kuouilos. Second. row, Bob Garisa, Sue Heigel, Ruth Eddy, Phil Anderson, Bill Brailaford. Third row, Ken Rogers, Dave Wilson, 
Laury Wier, Lew Borzini, Steve' Tatum; Steve Biddinger. F?urth row, Dan Davey, Sally Talbott, Paul Walther, Mick Olsen, Dale Nelson, Ed Demostene. Fifth row, 
Fred Church, Bill Fieldhouse, Jim AcAuliffe, Gordon Hayes, Andy McElhinney, Rocky Reagan . Sixth row, John Forrest, Gail Gleen, Marvin Smith, Don Rystrom, 
Tommy Norton . Not pictured , Sue Fuller, Penny Varnes. 
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Agrioo~ure Engineer' g gociety 
Front row, left to right: Tim Collins, Jerry Crews, Warren Shiroma, treasurer; Alton Hutch inson , Gene Edwards, Leonard Taylor, Fred Tefft, Emery Salter, president; 
Fred Angell, secretary . Second row: R. E. Garza , advisor; Dave Dowling, Dave Brown, Henry Ford , James Munn, Otto Krause, Bud Wampler, Don Warden. Third 
row: James Kling , Erwin Hofmann, David Horton , Larry Linker, Lee Ross. Fourth row: Ted Colburn , Eldon Munk, Howard Stoedemann, Kenneth Eagleman , Dave 
Matheson, Me rle Miller, Charle s Stark, Roger Ra ins. Fifth row: James Sherer, Tam St. John , John Dullam, Lynn Chown, Clay Broo ks . Sixth row: Jerry Westphal, 
Ed Carneg ie, Rene Foster, Dick Bruner, Judd King , Bob Kennedy, Ray Milani. Seventh row: Louis LeBay, James ·Moore , Ron Wh iteley, James McKay, Hikmet Hanna, 
Cliff Hillebrand!, Arnold Settelmeyer. 
Front row, left to rig ht: De nny Ba rnes, repo rter; Wm. R. Henl ey, Dick Chilson , 
president; Leona rd De Ruete r, Ag . Council rep resentat ive; Lee Ross, Gaylord 
S. McCoo l. Row two : Phil Cody, Ron Johnson , Henry Ford , Cha rles Howell , 
Robert Lela nd, LFJ ia nd John son. Young farmerg 
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Farm Management 
First row, left to right: Les A. Schenber, president; Chortes A. Pritchard, vice pres ident; Donald A. Ford, secretory; Jim R. Campbe ll , G. J. Chizek. Second row: Jim 
Fisher, Brent Jobe , Bob Garcia, Rolph McCanna, Anthony Silva, Bob McCorkle . Third row: Monte Kinsley, Kenneth Beach, Ed McGrew, N. Coro . Fourth row: Bill Co­
berly, Don Davis, Curtis Bell , Don Bryant, Don Viss, Gene Kulievon. Fifth row: Bertrand W. Anderson, Gory Mosse, Jon H. Peterson, Pot Abe le, Bill Duflock. 
Woolgrower8 
First row, left to right: Dick Birkett, Chori -Deone Almond, Polly Paul, secretory; Verne Chapman, president. Second row: Eugene Myers, Bob Giocomozzi, Gory Fer­
guson, treasurer. Third row: Fronk Libert, Ag . council representative, Robert Boster. Fourth row: Gail Glenn , Edwin Wiens , Fronk Ph illi ps, Ken Oeltjenbruns, Ron 
Dougherty, Dove Butzine . 
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Front row, left to right: Frank Dickson, president, Ro; Wisncim, vice-president, Willard Johnston, secretary­
treasurer, Jim Peterson, Lowell Ga rber, Woodrow Boett:her, Antonio da Silva. Second row: Skip Munsee, Mel 
Smith, Charl ie Weisel, Willie Howell , Donald Lueas, Bill Richardson, Rex Lyons , Nat ,Dellavalle. 
goil Conservation goeiety 
Agrieu~ural Education Club 
Front row, left to right: Jerry Hubbard , Leo Scheuher, secretary, Leo Lamb, vice-pres ident, Charles Arosteguy, president, Dourlas 
Snyde r, reporter, Robert Hunter, treasurer. Second row: Logan Wilson, Ken Waters, R. J . Montgomery, Lawrence W. Coyne, Buck 
Brant. Th ird row: Pirus Abraham, Ronald Hedin , Stuart Hippler, Neal Thompson , Morr is Campbell, Tom Westing. 
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Front row, left to right: James Avenell, Bill Nielson, Greg Ross, James Violini, Richard Oliphant, Lorraine 
Lorramendy, Gory Longanecker, John Collier, Mike Sommers, Barry Wilson , Dan Dovey. Second row : George 
Spain, Fred Crunk, Stu Brown, John Pihl, Dr. Doniol Chose, advisor; Jphn Trygstad, Gory Nelson, Rowson Lloyd , 
David Brown, Allan Storr, Doster Chose. Not pictured: Tim Smith, Stan Petersen, Norm Newhouse, Robert Grib, 
Louise Huntington, John Von Groningen, Pot Lynch, Tirk Fowler, Charles Rodman, John Lonneker, James 
Munson . 
Agrieultural Business Club 
Alpha Zeta 
Front row, left to right : Carl Beck, advisor; Don Bryant, cen.sor; Keith Fielder, treasurer; Jim Bryson, chancellor; Dove Kittredge, 
scribe. Second row: Leo Lomb, Jim Peterson, Ralph Mohon, Skip Munsee, Marty Wold, Milton Hall, Ronald Pardini, Bob McCorkle. 
Third row: Ernest Clement, Robert Boster, Rolph Crawford, Emery Salter, Bill Powell. Fourth row: Willard Johnston, Lowell Garbe r, 
Verne Chapman, William Young, Charles Howell, Don Worden,Bruce Wilson, Gory Morse, Charles Arosteguy. 
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Crop~ Club 
Front row , left to right, Lynn French, second v ice president , 
Stuort Hippler, treasurer, Doug Nelson, president, Jonnie 
Ga lloway, f i rst v ice president , Roger Clark, secretary, Tom 
Thomson, reporter, R. M. Vorhies, Staff, Dr. Oscar E. Reece, 
staff, W ill iam Troutner, adv isor. Second row, George McKen­
zie, Ga ry Cau lk ins, Neal Thompson, Ali Tavakol, Mohamad 
M izani, Shod rach Donkor, Abdulla Andarmani, Jack Swift, 
Hooshang Mottahedeh , Farrokh Pirayesh . Third row, Melvin 
Aoki, Kay Haas, Dave Blankmeyer, Stanley Ishii , Khosrow 
Mahmoudj, Yaghour Tassoudji, Ahmad Badii, Fred Church, 
John Degenfelder, Angus Crites. Fourth row, Henry Span, 
Joe Perry, Ray Henning, Bill Gilhent, Bob Leland. Fifth row, 
Pi rus Abraham, Ron Johnson, Charles Arosteguy, Paul Orsetti, 
Leo Rapp, Bi ll Powell , Gary Smith, Bob Combs, Gordon 
Hayes, M ike Hegge, Norman Montague. 
log lecherog Dairy Club 
First row, left to right, Heuitt Smith, Lee Hodge, Larry Wi lsey, Stan 
Scott, vice president; Don Morelli, president; David Hettinga , secretary; 
Reg Gomes, treasurer; Frank Jacinto, publications; Victor Leedy, Ag ri ­
culture Council Rep., Paul M. Sullivan. Second row, John B. Holbrook, 
Arthur l ismar, Bert Zybe l l, Roy Moynier, Gordon Wi ll iams, Roberto 
Bonifaz, John Morgan, Ronald Sharp, Dennis Hi ll , Jerome Davis, Mr. 
McGlasson. Third row, R. Nelson, T. Smith, Frank Kong, L. Kong, 
Gary Renger, Jerry Downer, Joe Ferreira, Ronald E. Lord, Jimmy 
Moore, Michael Mills, Jack Colombo, Mickey Cary, George M. Redman, 
Manuel Borges. Fourth row, K. D. Boyle, staff; H. Rickard, staff; Tom 
Dewey, John Dorr, Russ Poe, Leonard DeRuiter, Gary Rego, Neil Bono, 
Gary W. Taylor, Victor Lanini, Bob Walker, Bob LaBelle , Ronald Alves, 
H. B. Toone, staff. Fifth row, Joe Spini, Olinger, Richard Wolson, John 
J. Cadden, Jr.; Rene Pearoi, John A . Petersen, Jr .; Bill H. Rienstra, 
Darrel Zerger, Dahl G. Waters, Don Winters, Richard Hughes, David D. 
Righter. 
Front row, left to right, Raymond Leighty, William R. Young, 
vice president; Mel Smith, president; Bert Nale, secretary; 
Walt Haslemann, treasurer, Nat Dellavalle, Antonio da Silva, 
Dr. B. A. Dickson, Don R. Taylor. Second row, Bill Richard­
son, Wi llard Johnston, Robert Jasper, David Ashby, Don 
Lucas, Frank S. Dickson, Jr .; Daniel F. Rabey, Lisle R. 
Green, Rex Lyons. Third row, Richard Basada , AI Ludwick, 
Ray Wildung, Chuck Weisel, Peter Ashton, Ray Wisnom, Ed 
Frost, Lowell Garber. 
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Ornamental Horticulture Club 
Front row, left to right : Howard C. Brown, advisor; Dianne Storch, Arlene Perry, Jim Bryson, president, Walter 
Morinoto , Lou Ann Peterson . Second row: Tom Stanford, Alan Huffine, Ray Martin, Ken Gerlock, Van Heden, 
Ken Wiemeyer. Third row: Ed Nabeta, Philip Greig, Bruce Litchfield, Gary S.chlichter, Ken Hammer. 
Rodeo Team 
Left to right: Jack Walker, Riley Freeman, Jerry Warshawski, M<Jrvin Smith , Carla Jean Kaufman , Dale Nelson, 
R. C. Nunez. Not pictured: Jack Sparrowk. 
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Dairy Cattle Judging Team 
National Intercollegiate Dairy Cattle Judging Team (Waterloo, Iowa) : Left to right: Dahl Waters, Tom Nunes, 
Jr., Paul Sullivan, Reggie Gomes, Russell Nelson, coach . 
Dairy Produet8 Judging Team 
Left to right: E. D. McGlasson, coach , Donald E. Lord, Frank Jacinto, Ray Gayauskas. 
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Livegtoak Judging Team 
left to right, William Schofield, Thomes Bowles, Robert Boster, Merna Muller, R. F. Johnson, coach, Jon Plank, 
Robert Cooper, Charles Royl. · The awards were presented to Col Poly this year in intercollegiate livestock 
expositions in Portland, Oregon, San Francisco, Ogden, Utah, los Angeles, Chicago, Illinois, Denver, Colorado, 
and Fort Worth, Texas. 
Ornamental Hortiaulture Judging Team 
left to right, Ray Houston, Ron Morgan, Derence Kernek, leonard Grilli, Jim Jarrick. 
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Let's see if you've washed behind your ears. 
First we take the soil .. . 
The glue on his pants is working all right-. 
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Bottoms up . 
Iranian bankers enjoy stolen fruit. 
Careful-you 're bending that leaf! 
Sails Club cleans up for picture an field trip. 
f 
I 
' 'The reluctant debutante. " 
Ag La b-Learning by do ing . 
Business slow? 
"Who knows where the 'pipes' will lead us? Only a fool w ill say." It's a lot of fun connecting them anyway. 
Poly's proud assets. 
Actually, it ' s just a souped up tractor with two hot soup containers 
Easy , boys! A " D" in English cfoesn 't call for that much celebration! 
in the back. 
A. E. Club 's version of on o;:>en sleigh . 
The same old grind! 
The one in the center kinde went to pot. 
What every horse needs is a pretty rider. 
Maybe no one will notice if I borrow it for a few hours. 
All in favor of milk say ··aye." 
I don't thi nk this is a cow col lege, do you? 
DIVISION CLUB COUNCIL: Front row, left to right: Bruce Liese/, Jack Carlisle, Morris Campbell, Jon Westing. Row two: Richard 
Simmons, Ed Foster, Dave Suyraki. Row three: Paul Downing, Dick Caldwell. Row four: John Honeyman, Marshall Thompson, Chic 
Jones. Row five: Phyllis Green, Janet Schmierer, Sandy Pieschke, Zoe Boseck. Row six: Diane Nicholson , Linda Wilkinson, Jeannie 
Foote, Mary Ann Tomasini. Row seven : Jan Madsen, Pat Fitzpatrick. Not pictured: Mike Andrews. 
After two long years of anticipation and strug­
gle, a decal for the Arts and Sciences division 
has finally become a reality. It isn't that a decal 
means so much, but it's the spirit of the division 
as a whole to want recognition and an equal 
place among the ranks of the other long-estab­
lished divisions . 
Club activities were numerous and varied, as the 
following pages will show. The drama produc­
tions, "Picnic," "Death Takes a Holiday," and 
"The Valiant" were successful in spite of the 
present make-shift stage and props. 
Scabbard and Blade sponsored their traditional 
Military Blade which has become known as the 
socia I event of the winter quarter. 
The Arts and Sciences division's most popular 
claim to fame is its female population. Thanks 
to Elementary Education and Home Economics 
in particular, most of Cal Poly's coeds are en­
rolled in Arts and Sciences. 
The "Home-Ec House" brought the girls a step 
further in their fulfillment of the "learn by do­
ing" motto. Four girls were selected to live in 
a modern house, putting into practice the prin­
ciples of home management. 
This year will be marked as a year of advance­
ment for the Arts and Sciences division: this is 
the year the division outgrew the Agriculture 
division. 
Tri Beta 's float won the sweepstakes prize at 
Homecoming this year, an unprecedented tri­
umph for the Arts and Sciences division . 
• 
Along with the gaiety and excitement, there is 
a note of sadness which many of us will long 
remember - the English Major was dissolved. 
The reasons officially given are vague, "but ours 
is not to reason why?" ... The English depart­
-· 
ment will devote all of its time to teaching ef­
fective communication. Although no new English 
DIANE NICHOLSON Majors will be admitted, those presently enrolled 
Council Chairman will be given adequate time to complete their 
138 curriculum. However, our chins are up and hopes for the 
future are high .. . 
Front row, left to right: Judy Koerner, Kay Kirkpatrick, Joan Weaver, Linda Rathbone, Judy Silva . Second 
row: Jerry Engelken, Bryant Millsaps, Fred Schack, Herm Farlough .Third row: Marshall Thompson, Allan 
Ochs. 
Beta Beta Beta 
Front row, left to right: Mona Lee Stockdale, secretary; Robert F. Olson, historian; Gary Brusca , pres ident; Michael Coffy, vice president; Sandra Pieschke, 
A & S rep. ; Louise Langford, Dick Caldwe ll , A & S rep. Second row: John Wofford , Stephen Cross, Barbara Boris, Linda Shickley, Lynda Ackerman, Dee Osar­
genf. Third row: Irwin Haydock, Mac Davis, James Lee, David Montgomery, Dr. Will iam Thurmond. 
Press Assn. 
Front row, left to right , Joyce Ingalls, president; Barbara Harp, treasurer; Mary Fran Crowe, secretary; 
LeNora Enstad, Penny Gardner, Phyllis Read, Loren Niholson , advisor. Second row, Sue Fuller, Bette Betz, 
Bill Cock~hott, Marilyn Harris, Gale Enstad, Abulgasim Soliman, A. Latie Hotaki. Third row, Dave Kempf, 
John Healey, Einemann Abrahams, Clyde Hostetter. 
Technical Artg gociety 
Seated, left to right, Dr. Carl C. Cummins, department head, T. A.; Roger E. Perso, president; Warren J. Riley, technical vice president; Mike Kinney, social 
vice president; David L. Everitt, secretary; Willard R. Stevens, treasurer. Second row, Arthur Kitkowski Ill , Lincoln Young, John Vandyke, J . Kenton Zlab, 
Joseph Williams, Daniel Raby, Sheldon Ball. Third row, John Martin, Charles Paul, Kenneth Smith, Byron Bu tler, Jr., James Norton, Jim Criss, Leeroy Schuldies. 
Fourth row, Raymond Audo, Steve Bauer, Jim Wright, Jr., Kenneth Ramage, T homos Eastman, William Konvalinka, Phil Leskenby. Fifth row, Bill Jesse, Harlan 
Beck, Arnold Kubitski, David George, William Cochiolo, Michael Monroe, John Richardson. Sixth row, Richard Harwick, John Young, Donald Ziegler, Gary 
Grayson, Lovell Chase, James Grandey, Arpad Pekary. Seventh row, Kenneth Long, Ray Working, William Ingalls, Frederick Diel, John Ball, Frederick Baker Ill, 
William Pate. 
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Front row, left to right : Dr. Robert Gordon, faculty advisor; Sandra Longley, Alumni secretary; Don Lucas, secretary; Bob McMains , president; Shelden Clem, 
vice president; Ross Higbee, faculty adv isor; Jacquelyn Paul, Mar ilyn McEachen. Second row: James Kennedy, Frank Kowalski, Kazuo Ogawa, Henry Miller, Dick 
Robken, Kenneth Hubbard, Lawrence Stiles, Lan i Hannah, Roland Veon. Third row: George Chapman, Lloyd Hartwig , Chic Jones, Mike Pickett, Larry Keller, Bob 
Emery, Douglas Anderson, Eugene Cardoza, Andy Calvery, G. L. Brown . Fourth row: Ronnie Blaine, Paul Wilson , Franklin Carroll, Pierre Dubo is, Larry Goforth , 
Bruce Liebel , William Marga, Larry Mattson, Gary Stevenson, Donald Waniata, E. D. Harris. 
Math Club 
National Preg~ Photographe11 k~n . 
Front row, left to right: Don Bishop, John Healey, advisor; Ken Seikel, Gerry Anderson. Second row: Don Depue, 
Steve Ryan. 
Front row, left to right: Cathy Phipps, Ann Jordon, Linda Mallory, Caroline Treanor, Patsy Rodriguez, Betty Coleman, secretary, Janet Schmierer, A and S 
rep, Joan Soares, vice president, Amy Randall , treasurer, Linda Wilkinson, A and S rep., John Honeyman, president, Dr. Edward Ernott, advisor. Second row: 
Judy Allen, Sue Gibson, Daphne Tyrreii -Baxte r, Beryl Thomas, Jane Randall, Yvette Justice, Renee Vallon, Sonya Woods, Alice Creasy, Nona Flores, Penny 
Lindeberg. Third row: Earl Fife, Nancy Smith, Alice Shitmayer, Sharon Bodley, lois Axtell, Barbara Brosh, Jacquie Powell, Jo Anne Moos, Carolyn Golba , Judy 
Donoho, Rebekah Baswell, Donna Miller. Fourth row: Marcia Petersen, Zell McClelland, Gail Bonde, Peggy Whiting , Vicky Parter, Ann Gonzalez, Judy Kelly, 
louise Sturges, Pam Maynard, Jan Rhoda . Fifth row: Mary Ann Tomasini , Brenda Jobe, Bess Waylett, larry Anderson, Ralph Paulin, Jack Sanford, lynn Dyche, 
Dan Holly, James Kennedy, Paul Wilson, Dianne Nicholson . 
California gtudent Teaahers Ag~n . 
Front row, left to right: Elizabeth Anderson, Gerry Anderson, Jerry Ellis, vice president. Second row: Tim 
Johnson, Art Vinsel, president, Don Bishop. 
The 
Writer's 
Forum 
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Front row, left to right: Paul Von Der Veldt, treasurer, Gale Enstad, vice president, Don Bishop, president, 
Kay Johnson , historian . Row two: Art Vinsel, Pat Fitzpatrick, Bill Brooks, Gerry Anderson , Lo is Roberts, Char­
lotte O 'Bannon. Row three: Drexel Richardson, Jack C~rl i sle, secretary. 
English & 
Club 
Cahper 
Front row: left to right: John Panagakis, Mary Ann Tomasini, Claude Turner, Mr. Hicks, Jack Stanford, Charlene Cobb, Gale Manley. Row two:: Sue Gayden, 
Diane Srqithson, Jan Madsen, Barbara Wright, Jeanie Wahl , Jeannie Foote, Donna Liebel, Jan Lenard, Gail Barber, Sue Roberts, Kathy Sanford. Row three: Miss 
Baldwin, Barbara Hannon, Lynda Tyler, Barbara Rhodes, Vanette Hall, Carla Kaufman , Lynn Kristic, Bobbie, Noeggerath , Liz Rayl, Marilyn Rayl, Anita Rouse, 
Sherril Armstrong . . Row four : Miss Boukidis, Pat Smith, Mary Jo Gonzales, Nancy Sissel, Linda Stewart, Kathy Reilly, Trecy Carpenter, Kathy Williams, Judy 
Sweet, Sheila Varian. Row five: Carl Underwood, Jim Manini, Darwin McGill, Richard Fergeson, Art Dougerty, Bob Bernstein, Jim Taylor, Red Simmons, Bill 
Hamatt, Dennis Hester. Row six: Rod Atnip, Jerry Smith, Bob Moore, Lynn Dyche, Jim Olson, Bill Mill er, Harold Simonek, Jay Henry, Jerry Lynnell, Jim Root. 
Row seven: Fred Puber, Ed Lebough, George Scott, Dan Epperley, Walt Pyle, Jim Criner, Ray Porras, Dick McBride, Carlos Gonzales, Gordon Martin. Row 
eight: Dr. Matt, Bob Thetford, Don O 'Meara , Carl Bowser, Roger Kelly, Buz Bezmarevich, Joe Copeland. 
Women 'g Athletie J\sgn . 
Front row, left to right, Liz Rayl, president; Barbara Wright, vice pres i­
dent; Shirlee Dodgion, secretary; Sue Gaydon, treasurer; Diane Smith­
son, VB manager; Jeanie Whitlock, Gale Barber, lee Boscacci, Miss 
Baldwin . Second row, Gale Manley, Susy Weatherford , Sonya Woods, 
Kathy Reilly, Judy Keeble, Carla Kaufman, Fran lane. Th ird row, 
Jeannie Foote , Judy Kelly, Amy Blanchard, Susan Handley , Francie 
Harned , Janice leonard, Cathie Williams, Donna Liebel, Ruth Dathe. 
Fourth row, Joan Wahl, Bonn ie Bauer, Nacy Sissel, Barbara Rhodes, 
Mary Joy Murphy, Pat Sm ith, Sue Heigel, Linda lower, Mary Ann 
Tomasini. 
Kappa Mu Epsilon 
Front row, left to right: Kenneth Hubbard, vice president; Larry Goforth, presi· 
dent; G. R. Mach, advisor; S. L. Clem, treasurer; Robert King, Tuan Phon, Donald 
Miller, Olive Andersen, Robert Okimoto. Second row: Dr. John Manning, Paul 
Pigue!, Sandra Longley, Henry Miller, Vol Folsom, Don Lucas, Thomas Baron. 
Third row: Denton Delong, Gilbert Wood, Harvey Bader, Saxon Wraith , Loren 
Evans, W. C. Ring, R. D. Gordon. Fourth row: Pierre Du Bo is, Ross Higbee, 
Richard Cronk, Douglas Anderson, Ted Glasener . 
Front row, left to right: Pardini, Farlough, Kesner, 1st Sgt.; Catchett, 1st Lt.; 
Reich, Capt.; Mosbrooker, 2nd Lt.; Susuki, Downing, Hashiro, Ramos. Second row: 
Cal Noehl, sponsor; Robert Garrott, C. W. Rolland, Jack Charlson, Gene Prete, 
Keith Fielder, Pete Baldwin, Patrick Powers, Bob Brodie, Martin Reilly, Gordon 
Walker, Dennis Monax, Brad Johnston, Randy Smith, Eddy Valusek, Frederick 
Angell, Ron Lampson, Warren Shiroma . 
gcabbad and Blade 
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Front row, left to right, Wilbur Wotje, treasurer; Paul Sw~nson, secretory; John Dutro, president; Lorry Ander­
son , vice president; H. R. Kabat, advisor. Second row, Michael Andrews, Fronk Bryant, Henry Miller, Bob 
White, Howard Nakano, Bob Mclaren. Third row, Pere Benway, A. and S. Rep.; AI Weltx, Bob Sanders, 
Duane Zompedri , Dorrell Murray, Jock Moreau. 
Physical g~.ienae Club 
Home Eeonomics Club 
Front row, left to right, Solly Schafer, publicity chairman; Marjory Elliott, advisor; Phyllis Green, A and S Rep.; Judy Betloch, historian; Alice Whitmoyer, Poly Royal 
Boord; Lindo Lower, secretory; Marjorie Redington , president. Second row' . Sonya Woods, Alice Creasy, Jeanie Whitlock, Lindo Harmon, Rene Morrison, Janet 
McCalip, Honora McPherson, Nancy Ronf, Caroline Cooper. Third row, Lynn Boynton, Penny Loomis, Renee Vollon, Ann Nelsen, Mary Jane Niboli, Ruth Dothe, 
Carlotta Ramirez, Sue Butler, Donna York. Fourth row, Diona Blum, Shirley Otto, Alice Campbell, Sue Clark, Fran Lone, Helena Tidrow, Pam Lettow, Koren Hjorth, 
Shirley Vornou. 
-------' 
Don 't break it, Ric. 
Caffee breaks ... good practice for career opportunities. 
Grow, darn you, grow! 
Practica l education projects . 
Mr. Foote-engrossed in Camus. 
Now what are Roberts ond Kempf up to? 
This is real serv ice! 
ClasMoom disp lays ca n be fun to pla n. 
Well, Mardy-what material is it? 
It's this way in every class! 
BAAA-? 
Mrs . Yaung-"A'' student plus personality . She makes delicious 
"apfelkuchen " too! 
The birth of a literary magazine for Poly. (Left to right, Bruce 
Butzbach, Mrs. Anderson, Jim Benson, Art Vinsel. 
Attention! 
11 :30 P.M. Monday and Thursday nights . 
This is how we keep our house. 
If you haven't got it here, you haven ' t got it. 
Oh, my poor feet! 
Captivated Classroom. (Mr. Foote 's, that is). 
Betz is the best! 
Although the memorable events for the en­
gineering division during the school year 1959­
1960 are of traditional nature, they neverthe­
less acquire new significance. 
The National Engineer's Week in the Winter 
quarter was one of the major highlights. Mrs. 
·Rita Olsen, wife of M . E. senior Ken Olsen, was 
selected to officiate at the week's functions as 
"Mrs. Engineering Week." The main events of 
the week were a banquet and a lecture. The 
banquet was enjoyed by eighty faculty mem­
bers and student department club officers. The 
challenging lecture given by Mr. Frank McCul­
loch, Western Editor of TIME, Inc., was open 
to all students . His topic, "The Continental Tilt," 
brought out the problems that face our growing 
state and particularly our educational system. 
Polygon, a magazine descriptive of the en­
gineering departments at Cal Poly, was publish­
ed and distributed to prospective students in 
high schools and junior colleges throughout the 
state. 
A "first" was achieved this year when the En­
gineering Council again sponsored the Poly 
Royal Coronation Ball - for the first time, this 
formal dance was held in our new Men's Gym. 
The largest dance of the year was attended by 
over two thousand students, alumni, and guests 
... the memory of which will linger on ... and 
. .. on ... 
DICK FLAHERTY 
·council Chairman 
Engineering 
Division Clubs Council: Front row, left to right: Robert Crowl, Tom McCarthy, secretary-treasurer; Dick Flaherty, chairman; Vic 
Staggs, Coronation Boll chairman; Ronald Hiebert. Second row : John Matteucci, Larry Brendlen, Tom Green, Earl Towson, Donn 
Johnson , Charles W illiams, Robert King , John Higbee . 
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Front row, left to right: Richard Shaw, treasurer; Jack Tobin, membership chairman; Winslow Moore, vice chairman; Paul Price, chairman; R. T. Kombrink, 
faculty advisor; A. R. Martinson , J. P. Edgar, Don Lang, Ron Marsolek. Second row: John Matteucci , Bill Bousman, AI Colton, Dave Weiss, Paul Heady, Elliot 
Brown , AI Shadbourne, Walter Hooper. Th ird row: Darrell Cummings, Lawrence Cookson, Denn is McEfee, William Cooper, Richard Holladay, James Bergener, 
Robert McDearmon, Jack Rossi. Fourth row: John Longley, Joe Engeln , Ron Mealhow, David R. Whitcomb, Charles Williams, Mark Gaskiewicz, James 
Chessmore. 
gociety of Automotive Engineerg 
Fron t row, left to right: Sherman Chan, Raymond Totah , Fateh Bike , William McBride, Ron Garcia , Ron Brown . Second row: Gene Lucas, Gregory Lighthouse, 
Anthony Massa, Donald McCullum, Paul Parnell, James oard . Th ird row: Dick Bartlett, Joe Engeln, Wayne Rich , Dennis Howland, Robert Kobata, David Pierce, 
Donald Polston . Fourth row: Lyle Phill ips, Duane Sanborn, Carr, Lowe, David Arnold, Robert Ingham, Charles Thomsom, Ken Fisher. 
\ 
American Institute of Eleetrical Engineer~ 
Left to right, front row: John G. Figueira , Jr., chairman; Victor M. Andreone, 
vice chairman; Daniel W. Sisley, secretary; Jorge Montero, treasurer; Peng Lim, 
Edward Fong , Kuang J . Hu, Richard F. lohry, Robert S. Okimoto. Second row: 
Don Johnson, Richard Scheeff, Harral Bridges, William E. Morga, Muni L. 
Aggarwal , John Peterson , Bob Kirby, Ronald E. Philip, Terry Waki. Third row: 
Madan Sharma , Hal March , John Holt, Robert Marshall, Grey Whipple, lloyd 
S. Mills, Stanley Shifflet, Nolte Vaughan, Richard F. Onermyer. Fourth row: 
Robert J. Paten, James Taylor, Donald E. Harlow, Hugh Dayton, Thomas Tuch­
scherer, Thomas Boyden. 
Mechanical Engineering goaiety 
Front row, left to right: Victor Takeshita, Sherman Chon, Donald H. long, 
Ernest Yamane, Dick Bartlett, vice president; Rowlin Radle, secretory; Jim Forchini, 
president; E. 0. Stoffel, advisor; Buell Brown. Second row. Jerry Hanlon, James 
Mitchell, Steve Langridge, Rick Phillips, Junior representative; John Matteucci, 
Donald Yamashita, John Hayash i, Ronald Marsolek, Wolter F. Hooper. Third row: 
W. H. Arlt, Mike Evans, Freshman representative; Bob Battersby, Harry A. 
Thomas, Richard Ford, Junior representative; Dennis Monox, Joe Engeln, Richard 
Show, David Weiss, Senior representative; Grady Talbot. Fourth row: Ronald R. 
Mealhaw, Dennis R. McEfee, David R. Whitcomb, John Longley, John Roberts, 
AI Bateman, Richard Jacobs, Jack Tobin, Larry Collins. 
Front row: Mr. Price, Faculty advisor; Ray Mercado, treasurer; Daniel W. Hancock, 
secretary; Kenneth E. Pau ley, vice president; Phillip Bohm, president. Second row: 
Warren Monahan, William Beach, Ron Marsolek, Brad Johnston , Dick Ayres, 
Raymond Totah, Frank Kowalski. Third row: Richard Reeder, John Harlan, Darrell 
Cummings, AI Bruns, Bob Mclaren. Fourth row: Conrad Sloop, John C. Von 
Seggern, AI Colton, Ken Kraner, Dalton Sherwood. 
American Rocket ~oaiety 
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Front row, left to right, Franc is Whiting, advisor; leonard James, editorial chairman; James Borth, chairman; James M. Ryan , Jr. ,treasurer; Fred Bosler, 
2nd vice chairman; Roy Working program chairman. Second row, Lucido Solvoore, Dick Klein, John Matteucci, George Rose, William Cooper, Wolter Brown, 
James lewis. Third row, John Word, Richard Jacobs, David Weiss, Ernie Veal, John Meszaros, Nick Herff, Bob McDearmon. Fourth row, William Rodman, 
Dennis McNeal, Steve Bauer, Steve Ford , Gregg lighthouse. 
American gociety of Tool Engineers 
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Front row, left to right, C. H. Gregory, advisor; D. McGrath, parliamentarian: W. Anderson, president; B. Jennings, publicity; G. Prete, business manager. 
Second row, John McClure, Pete Stickney, John Swart, Don Underwood, Bill Popodopulo , Dick Phelps, Guy Ba·ker, Ron Pierce. Third row: Don Ferguson, Lorry 
Rolufs, Allan Stanley, Edmund Kersten, Craig Mills, Jerry Howl, Howard Goidsick. Fourth row, Chuck Branda , Gory Chappell, Gary Peterson, Ron Banister, 
Vember D. Taylor. Fifth row, Don Blan k, Gary Porter, Tom Hogan, Zone Doehla, Rudy Torres , James Gwin, Fred Zietz. 
Mat Pica Pi 
American Welding ~ociety 
Front row, left to right: R. E. Blaisdell , vice chairman, Bob Schieve, William Evans, chairman; Vic Staggs, secretary; Ken Hannah, R. C. Wiley, D. L. Wa lsh, Donald 
Maloney, C. W. Shoop, J im Large, Dick Kle in, Jack Tob in , Bud Va ircott, Bob Fa irba nks, Enrico Bangia , George Whitney . 
Air Conditioning Club 
Front row, left to right : Francisco Mor imoto , Raymond Ramos, Anthony Chan, Tak Aratan i, Lawrence Cobb, treasurer; Edward Rios , secretary; Donald Martin , 
president; Michael Zimmerman , sgt.-a t -arms . Second row: Ronald Hiebert, Garre tt Miller, Gilbert Powers, Jr., Robert Veit, Gilmore Jones , Robert Crowl , vice 
president; Joseph Cotchett. Th ird row : Keiji Woda, Ha rry Fujitani , Stanley Stanwyck, Don Scott, Guerin Court, Don Davidson , Larry Walker. Fourth row: Robert 
Buckingham, Lawrence Dyer, Leslie King , Joe Wash ington , Robert Giles , Paul Thielke, Jerry Mihld , Don Bettencourt, Sta n Dryden . 
. t B' ll Wasbrough historian · Will iam Cooper, president; Robert Nielsen, membershipFront row, left to righL John K1.11a ny, secre a ry; 1 ' ' . chairman; Bob Stallings, 
social vice president; Erl ing Breckan , adv isor. Second row , Glen Douglas, J1m Holmes, Tom Zensius, Johnpublicity director; Fred Basler, Meszaros, Bruce Freeman, 
Mac Robinson, Richard Miller , Barry Isenberg, Frederick Gottman, W i ll iam Lee.Stuart Sonderl and. Third row, 
Fron t row, left to ri gh t, Robert Da ly, Jerry Miller, George Rose, Keith Elliott, Carl Skell y, D. B. LaTrobe. Second row, Ralph Wicke, Si lvino Simsiman, Archie 
Bar tholomew, Seymou r Klein , Emi l Saxberg. Third row, Charles Kinney, Fred Thompson , Jim Curt is , John Park, Ern ie Veal. 
lndum:rial Engineers ~oeiety 
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Institute of Radio Engineers 
Front row, left to right, Harold Hendricks, advisor; Thomas Baron, vice chairman; Dole Canady, social chairman; John D. Rex, treasurer; Richard Cronk, 
membership chairman; Robert King , member of executive board; Leonard Fortunat i, secretary; David Burns, student bulletin; George Rittenhouse, chairman. 
Second row, Norbert Kalthoff, Russell Jouett , Richard Cox, Joe Faver, Robert Y.ount, Richard Sanzuelsan, Robert Rumble, David Bowers. Th ird row, Douglas 
McDonald, John Campbell, William Patterson, James Ouimet, Michael Desch, Gerry Stillman, William Walsh, Robert Stow. Fourth row, Bruce Liebel, Ronald 
Banducci, Arthur Walden, Paul Boump, David Heine, James Kaness , Wayne McMorran, Tom Coble, Don Hendrix . 
Front row, left to right , Phillip Biles, Tom Gonda, Ralph Rasmussen, Jose Munoz, Larry Olsen, Ronald Spitz, Robert White, Edwin Wobber, Dr. Henry K. Wolf. 
Second row, Robert Shelton, Henry Miller, Jonathan Smith, Donald Griswold, J im Motsueda, Daniel Brown, Ron Reich, Robert Wada, Russel l Coover. Third row, 
S:ott Overstreet, Don Frevert , Allan Bell, Francis Rotondi, Peter Bauer, Louis Watts, Joseph Bourdet, John Isaac. Fourth row, Alvaro Ruiz, Donald Longacre, Wi ll iam 
Ring, Johnny Dirks, Margaret Lloyd, Robert Johnson, Alan Gi ll , Ken Benson, William Smothers, Shiro Seko. Fifth row, Sandy Elden, Forrest Morris, Paul Piquet, 
Danko Mirko , John Higbee, J. W. Wright, Larry Goforth, Robert Mann. 
Front row, left to right, Don Mueller, vice president; Edley Watson, secretary; M el Rhoads, treasurer; Gerry Busse, freshman representative; Mickey Dolman, Roy 
D. Hall, Pat Deulinger, Don Snow, Warner H. Chang, Don Raymundo, Dan Beauchamp. Second row, Jack Wagenaar, Bob Bader, Howard Schultz, Arthur Whitfield, 
H. D. Della, Larry Merriman, Richard Holm, Edward Clark, Roy K. Takeshita, David J. Dorms. Third row, Ramon Rodriguez, William G. Cobb, Bob Heybroek, 
Charles Henderson. Fourth row, Fred Hallock, Chet Helt, Dick Brooks, Carl Edhlund, Don Foster, Bill Ehrli ch, Robert Phillips, Gary Copson, Harold Chun, Daniel 
Lawyer. Fifth row, Scott McMillan, Robert E. Anderson, Richard H. Andersen, Bryant Burleigh, Galan E. Leeman, Tom Priest, Walt Sonnichsen, Bill Nutting, Jim 
Davis, A I Melendrez, Walt Van Boxtel, Ernie Morri son. Sixth row, Pete Vallerga, George lvelich, Oliver Wilgress, Don Hampton, Jack Goff, Byron Howard. 
Seventh row, Kenneth Walker, Graham Moore, Dennis Ahearn, Ted Jeong, Ronald C. Lee, Edwin Maltz, Edward W. Fong. 
American Institute of Arehiteats 
Front row, left to right, R. L. Graves, advisor; D. J. Faulkner, secretary; R .E. Hobbs, presi­
dent; M . A. Theilacker, Sgt. at Arms; W. A. Sonnichsen, treasurer. Second row, Roy Hall , Mel Rhoads, 
D. G. Sharpe, John Shaffer, H. D. Della. Third row, Richard Andersen, Ken Schoop, Jack Wagenaar, 
Theodore Schultze, Robert Wolstenholm . 
~carab 
Amateur 
Radio Club 
Front row, left to right, Cleff Ditzen, K6JES, president, Mike Desch, K6TNA, vice president, Don 
Hendrix, K6VYC. secretary, Cliff Cloonan, W6VAA, advisor. Second row, Margaret lloyd, WA6CMAj 6; 
Carlton Parker, H6HTQ, Henry Miller, K6SSS, Daniel Hancock, K6GAA, Michael Abreu, K6KAA. Third 
row, Chet Hartley, K6CEZ, Steve Mcintyre, K60GT, Ron Murray, WA6HDX, Phillip Bi les, K6COY, 
Layard Kirby , K6EFB. 
Po~ Pha~e 
Front row, left to right, John Peterson, social chairman, Dick Barcus, publicity chairman, Clark Alumbaugh, treasurer, Stanley Shifflet, president, Daniel Sisley, 
historian, Jihn Zimmerman, alumni secretary, Jorge Montero. Second row, Charles Carroll, Dale Allen, Alan Blackmun, Sukhbir Virk, John Figueira, Jr., Hal 
March, Terry Waki, Fr~d Abuyem. Third row, Warren Brekke, Bruce Serigstad, John Holt, Robert Scherschel , Robert Pate, Richard Palmer, lloyd Mills, Bob Kirby, 
Nolte Vaughan. 
Front row, left to right: Robert Schrader, recording secretary; James Crowder, Gorresponding secretary; Richard Koury, chairman; Barry Banducci, vice chairman; 
Marshall S. Thompson , treasurer; L. W. Gustafson, adviser; John McSwain, Dean Markum. Second row: Lee Gilbert, Robert E. Burrows, Norman E. DeMar, 
Daniel L. Esau, John H. Blomquist, Tom B. Bragg, Charles G. McCargar, Tadao N ishioka, Gary Schle ich. Third row: Laurence Colburn, Thomas Sakata, Jerry Shaw, 
Roy W. Villers, Ray Mercado , Donald W. Beach, Martin Bauer, Dick Brendlen. Fourth row: Donn Johnson, Gene Covfy, Lowell Claassen, Irvin Witcosky, David 
Goldberg , All Sullenger. 
Front row, left to right: Richard King , Denn is Riddle, John R. Keyes, Carl F. Mittag, Harry 0 . Claar, Kenneth Pauley, Hideki Hamamoto, Richard Abrams, Jerry 
Hawkins , Robert Go rman. Second row: D. B. Nicholson, Cyrus Sabouni, Jan Esten, Dick Ayres, Alvin Bone, Phil Leckenby, Sal Cristofano, Frank Lucero, Edwin 
Hiebert. Third row: Lanny Lafferty, Robert Jenny, James E. Fullerton, Bruce A. Peterson, Lee Chapman, Jack Lyons, Leland Horgan, Richard Reeder, Robert W. 
Kemple. Fourth row: Warren Manahan , Vincent Fleming, James Wilson, Dick Berbert, Otto Roeckl , Jr., Stephen Price. 
Institute of Aeronautical g~Jences 
Front row, left to right, Donald Parker, president; James Chesemore, vice-president; Robert Crowl, recording secretary; Paul Piquet, historian; Norman Sharpe, 
advisor; Richard Holladay, corresponding secretary; AI Sedgwick, Thomas Baron. Second row, Douglas McDonald, Dean Markum, Ralph Rasmussen, David Heine, 
David Bowers , Ernest Buenting, Buell Brown , Mel Rhoads, John Figueira, Jr., Robert Okimoto. Third row, Hal March, Russell Jouett, Guy Baker, Ken Olsen, Robert 
King, Richard Cronk, Richard Palmer, Richard Holm, Tom Gondo, George Rittenhouse. Fourth row, Stanley Shifflet, John Rex, Darrel Smith, Gilbert lee, Ted 
Glasener, Don Frevert, Allan Bell, Richard McClellan, Howard Schultz, Joseph Bourdet. Fifth row, lowell Claassen, Pierre Du Bois, Irvin Witcosky, Norman De Mar, 
Lloyd Mills, Jack Wagenaar, Roy Hall, James Crowder, Robert Schrader, Dale Canady, Ralph Messina, Forrest Morris . 
Front row, left to right, larry Olsen, Warner Chang, larry Cookson, AI Colton, Richard Samuelson, Jim Matsueda , Tuan Phon, Terry Waki. Second row, John 
Gibbons , Albert Wong, Robert G. Attes, loren Evans, Silvino Simsiman, Edley Watson, Joe Gilman, Jerry Miller, Don Raymundo, Tom Ingman. Third row, Rudy 
Ramp, Robert Rickleffs, W. C. Ring, Ronald Philip, Richard Overmyer,' larry Goforth, Denton Delong, AI Shadbourne. Fourth row, Paul Parnell, Oliver Wilgress, 
Tom Waller, laurence Colburn, Bill Drowne, William Morga, John Holt, Ron Reich, AI Bateman. 
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Do you understond it any better? 
This is the way to do it . How much ice does it take? 
We"d better get this working if we want to graduate. 
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I read you, Mars, loud and clear. 
"And if e l ~cted , I will be better than the average 
president. ·' 
"The steam goes round and round and it comes out 
here." 
It may be just hamburger but doesn't it smell good? 
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Sorry, buster, this one doesn't go to Chicago. 
Some senior projects can take you way out on a limb. 
Even engmeers have to eatl 
The beginning of a launching station. 
Whoo;>sl I drew the wrong rooml 
Hurry up, men. 
Well, it was working. 
When do engineers find time for play? 
Interesting? 
Family Fun 
Engineering 
Week 
"Mrs. Engineering Week, " Rita Olsen, reigned over National Engineer ing 
Week festivities . She is the wife of Mechanical Engineer, Kenneth Olsen. 
Dave Kempf and Betty Betz, view the Engineering. Week dis­
play in the lower hall of the Administrat ion Building . The 
display is one af several set up by the Engineering Council. 
This year's theme was " Engineering 's Challenge - The 1960's." 
Harold P. Hayes, Frank McCulloch, " Mrs. En­
gineering Week, " Rita Olsen, Kenneth Olsen and 
Dick Flaherty inspect one of the engineering labs. 
Frank W. McCulloch is congratulated by l. F. 
Osteyee, acting Dean of Engineering, College Dean 
Harold P. Hayes, " Mrs. Engineering Week," Rite 
Olsen, and Kenneth Olsen . McCulloch, chief of the 
los Angeles news bureau of Time, Inc., highlighted 
Nat ional Engineering Week with a presentation of 
h is views on the rapid growth in stature of the 
West as a result of the growing importance of the 
Western technological engineering-scientific com­
munity. 
The lAS Smoker 
I Just another lob experiment. 
Dear Mom .. . 
On the other hand if it hod been o series 
I 
r 
No, Coed, this is not on atomic connonl 
KENNETH L. SMITH 
Council Choirmon 
Dedicated to promoting the spiritual life among Cal Poly stu­
dents, the campus religious organizations provide recreational 
activities as well as encourage attendance at church services. 
These clubs sponsor non-credit courses in religious and social 
problems to provide answers for common questions . To aid in 
individual problems, students are given the opportunity to receive 
counseling from the minister of their choice. 
Religion in Life Week is the principal cooperative effort of these 
clubs. Speakers, representing the various faiths, take part in as­
semblies, conduct seminars and dorm bull sessions. Most pop­
ular seminars this year were on marriage problems and pre­
marital sexual relations. 
Inter - Faith 
Club Council, Front row, left to right , Ken Smith, Ruby Miller, secretary; Earl lacure, treasurer. Second row , Charles Hoffmann , 
Chester Hartley, James Kaness, Sam Kelly. 
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Front row, left to right, Jim La Nier, Dianne Storch, Judy Henshaw, Kathleen Thorne, Rebekah Boswell, Duane Seaberg, Randy Smith, James Kaness, Earl 
Pomeroy, John Isaac, Carlton Parker, Ra1mond Martin. Second row, Larry Owens, Ken Hammer, Daniel Tapin, Allen Dudden, Gaylord McCool, Mary Ann 
Seaberg, Merrill Kneeland , Rosemary Thorne, Jo Anne Mass, Lois Axte ll , Richard Nelson. Third row, Neil Marshburn, Don · Bruner, Art Howell , Ron Murray, 
Mr . Boyd Baker, IVCF Westcoast Rep., Bob Brodie, Larry Wilsey, Charles W. Branda, Fateh Bika, Phillip Biles, Dale Dodrill. Fourth row, Michael Brinson, Gene 
Barnes, Richard Samuelson, Muni Aggarwal, Alan Blackmun , Noel Albright. 
lntervarsity Christian Fellowship 
Front row, left to right, William Bander, Advisor, Amikam Tanel, treasurer, Soleiman Barvish, vice 
president, Fred Wolff, president, Ronald Spitz, Gary Lippman . Second row, Bill Ehrlich, Dave Goldberg, 
Manfred Stein, Sarlin Douglas, Arthur lisman, Sassoon Shenassa. 
Hiller 
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Front row, left to right: Duane Strother, president; Doug Graves, vice president; Mafa Adams, Robert Frost, advisor; 
The Rev. Walter E. Phelps, chaplain . Row two: Robert P. Townley, William J. Clarke, Raymond lett, Martha Burman. 
Row three: Sue Roberts, Helen lindsey, George Burman, Gordon Geist, Chris Wiesg. 
Canterbury Club 
Wegtrnin8ter fellow~hip 
Front row, left to right: AI Bateman, vice moderator; Anthony Gary, The Rev. Ray Heer, college pastor, Richard 
Warner, treasurer, Herm Farlough. Row two: Jeff Thomas, Sheldon Ball , Shirley Varnau, Charlie Johnson, Dick Robken. 
Row three: Conrad Sloop, Steve Shugart, James Holmes, George Hedlund . 
Front row, left to right, Merrill Kneeland, president; Karen Hampl, Gaylord McCool, food chairman; Roberta Hopkins, 
Shirley Dubin , James Kaness, vice president. Second row, Dean Lattin , Earl Lecure, Richard Nelson, Larry Owens, John 
Isaac, Dale Dodrill , Chet Hartley. Third row, Jack Cha rls on, Earl Pomeroy, Roy Wells, Jack Herbert . 
Roger Williamg Fellowghip 
Wegley Fellowghip 
Front row, left to right, Pamela Maynard, Marilyn McEachen, publicity; Sue Colvin, secreta ry; George Tilley , president; 
BcJZz Stevens, vice pres ident. Row two, Karen Grant, Sandy Wherry , Ala n Huffi ne, Bill Brooks, Chic Jones, Peng Lim. 
Row three, Norman Montague, Ralph Paulin , Jim Pu tt, Bo ~ McMains, Ted Damask, Richard Mason. 
Deseret 
Front row, left to right , Glenn Wight, sponsor, Dick 
Klein , president; Linda Remund, Irene Holmes. Sec­
ond row, Norman Seid, Gordon Gibbs , Don Ziegler, 
Joe Boyd . Third row , Steve Tatum, Don Russell, 
Dave Dixon, Jim Campbell . 
Christian gcience 
Organization 
Front row, left to right, Lewis Colarossi, president; Bradford Johnston, 
vice president; Amy Randall, music chairman; Zell McClelland, treasurer. 
Second row, Kay Williams, Pete Benway, A. M. Zollars, advisor. 
Chi Alpha 
Front row, left to right , Jim Kaness, Ron Murray, president; Robert Veil, 
vice president. Second row, Ken Hammer, Program chairman, Paul Ken­
yon , advisor. Not pictured , Arlene Perry, secretary; Ward Bingham, 
publicity chairman; Glenn Strickland, Rev. Veron Ragsdale, chaplain; 
Bill Howell, Ivan Jones. 
Front row, left to right: Richard Jacobs, treasurer; Mordy Zegers, president; William Morga, vice president; Luz Bustos, Angelica Vizil, Irene Almogela, Judy Bet­
loch, Mary Jane Niboli, Judy Silva, Joan Soares. Second raw: Anthony Massa, Daniel Stone, Sylvia Knight, Carol Rizzo, Marilyn Harris, Penny Gardner, Kathi Ham ­
lett, Eileen Leppold, Ann Gonzalez, Lani Hanna tt. Third row: Larry Cortland, Martin Reilly, Tom Gartland, Ruby Miller, Coral Zeller, Gail Bonde, Sal Lucido, Ray­
mond Totah , Anthony DiNapoli, Layard Kirby, Walt Haslemann . Fourth row: Richard Ochs, Anthony Bertholf, John Kellner, Joe Perry, German Nef, Mark 
Gaskiewicz, Don Shirley, Don Hamilton, James Poush, Leo Rapp, Joseph Shaw, John Iribarren, Bernie Sullivan (camera shy). 
Newman Club 
Gamma Delta 
Front row, left to right: Barbara Boris, 
Bill Schuette, Gary Morse, John Duken, 
Elmer Baumgarten, Emery Mesenbrink, 
Shirley Otto , Col. W. Voehl. Second row: 
Kay Griese!, Ebert Griese!, John Steffek, 
Phil Glumm, Don Nevins, Mike Watkins, 
Rev. S. A. Quebe. 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: Front row, left to right: Barbara Boris, public relations, 
Chic Jones, chairman, Barbara Whelchel , secretary, Donna York, treasurer. Row 
two: Rev. Ray Heer, coordinator, Dr. Marvin Brown, advisor, Rev. Bill Brewer, 
coordinator. 
Religion 
in 
life 
Week 
Mr. Baker"s remark in a seminar provokes a smile from Bob McCorkle, right. Twenty· 
seven seminars were held during RILW. 
Rabbi Bauman meets with men from lassen Dorm 
in one of the many dorm bull ·sessions. 
Conformity is discussion topic of Sunday ossembly 
moderated by Chic Jones, second from left. On the 
panel were Rubbi Bauman, Rev. Fr. Barry and Rev. 
Upshaw, from left. 
Front row, left to right: Roy Hughes, advisor; Joe Copeland, secretary; John Panagakis, 
chairman. Second raw : John Healey, Don Longacre, Don Roberts, Warren Smith, Bob 
Bostrum, Vic Hall, Don Morri s. 
Board Of 
Athletia Control 
Inter ­
Front row, left to right : Tom Lingham, Richard Batcheller, Dick Warner. Second row: Zell McClelland, secretary-treasurer, Bob Lucas, 
president; Lee Foreman , vice president, John Keyes, Jr. Third row: Carol Gilmour, Jim Little, Shirley Sesna, Barbara Hannon, 
Mary Ann Tomasini , John Isaac. 
JOHN PANAGAKIS 
Chairman 
Class Council 
~~J· ~ 
~an t -; '· 
~'J'Jt; I•J ll 

VARSITY FOOTBALL TEAM: Front row, left to right : Ed Lebow, manager; Phi l Ko leszar, Guy Tucker, Willis H i ll , Tam Klosterman , Benny Martin, Tom Darne ll , 
Bob Johnson , Marshall Kulju , Jim Murphy, Don O'Meara , Stevie Graham, mascot . Row two: Cameron Best, Gary Van Horn, Darwin McGill , Rich Tucker, Pat 
Lovel l, Ca rl os Gonzales, John Panagakis, Claude Turner, Bob Williams, Curtis H i ll , Bill Jones, Richa rd Max. Row three: Wa lt Williamson , John Ramsey, Roger 
Kelly, Ted Tollner, Ken Roberts, Lynn Lobaugh, Joe Copeland, Denn is Wagner, Bob DeMartin , Mike Arlotta , Jim Criner, Coach Leroy Hughes. Fourth row: Fred 
Martin , Fred Boettcher, Jay Henry, Bill Ross, Carl Bowser, Ray Porras, Russell Woods, Rod Baughn, Carl Murray, Dan Epperly, Vic Hall, Bob Moore, equipment. 
~cores 
CP OPP 
36 .. ...... SAN DIEGO UNIVERSITY ........ 12 
18 ........... MONTANA STATE . .. ..... . ... 35 
1 2 . . . . . . . . . . . SAN Dl EGO STATE . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
55 . ... . .... EASTERN NEW MEXICO . . . . . . . . . 0 
6 . . . . . . . . . . LONG BEACH STATE . . . . . . . . . . 3 
6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . FRESNO STATE ............ . 27 
VARSITY COACHES: Left to right : Coach Ray Hughes and Assistants Sheldon Harden 
28. . . . . . . . . . LOS ANGELES STATE ...... .. . . 29and Howie O 'Daniels. 
20 . . . . . . . . . . . . LEWIS & CLARK . ... . .... . .. 10 
48 . . . . UN IV. OF CALIF., SANTA BARBARA .... 20 
Vargity Football 
Shattering many Mustang records throughout the season, the Cal Poly gridmen rolled to a 6 win- 3 
loss record under the tutoring of mentor Roy B. Hughes. 
San Diego Universi ty was the first Mustang victim of the season, followed by San Diego State, Eastern 
New Mexico, Long Beach Sta te, Lewi s and Clark, and the University of California at Santa Barbara . 
Montana State, Fresno, and Los Angeles State inflicted Poly 's only losses. LA won 29-28 in a Rose 
Bowl thriller in which the winning touchdown was scored in the waning moments of the game. 
Many new Mustang records were established during the 1959 season. Tom Klosterman had 77 com­
pl eted passes for 129 attempts, both records for passes attempted and completed for one season. Carl 
Bowser totalled 205 yards in 12 carries for the new one-game individual rushing yardage record. 
Curt Hill caught 48 passes for a new reception record for Cal Poly ends. Willis Hill converted six 
times during the Santa Barbara contest to establish a place kicking record. 
Throughout the season, the Mustangs showed their fine competitive spirit and with many returning 
letermen, the 1960 squad should be even more exciting . . 
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-­
Bob Williams fl a ttens Long Beach State de fende r as Claude Turne r rambles past for more yardage. 
Curtis Hill 
End 
Will is Hill 
Halfback 
Carl Bowser 
FullbackPat Lovel l 
Tackle 
Tom Klosterman 
Quarterback 
Carlos Gonza les 
Guard 
Darwin McGill 
End 
Ken Roberts 
Guard 
Rich Max 
Center 
Bob DeMartin 
Guard 
Claude Turner 
Halfback 
John Panagakis 
Quarterback 
Vic Hall 133) turns to wa tch John Panagakis stretch f or a long pass during the Fresno State homecoming 
game. 
Joe Copeland 
Center 
Gary Van Horn 
Halfback 
Ray Porras 
Fullback 
Vic Hall 
Halfback 
Pass-catching aritst, Curt Hill, snags another against Long Beach. Hill was one of the leading receivers in 
the CCAA. 
Sylvester Cooper 
Tackle 
Bi ll Jones 
Halfback 
Seconds after l ewis and Clark quarterback throws th e pigskin Gary Van Horn (46), Bob Williams (54), and 
Fred Boettcher snow him under. 
Thomas Darnell 
I Halfback 
Don O 'Meara 
Fullback 
Norton Engen 
Halfback 
J im Murphy 
Halfback 
Marshall Kulju 
Halfback 
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Willis Hill, sensational PAT and field goa l kicker, also had running ab ility and proved it agai nst San 
Diego with many fine jaunts. 
Dick Tucker 
End 
Benny Martin 
Halfback 
lynn Lobaugh 
Billy Ross 
Guard 
Tackle 
Rod Baughn 
Tackle 
G. W. Wingo 
End 
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Mike Arlotto 
Tackle 
Guy Tucker 
Halfback 
John Ramsey 
Quarterback 
A strong rush on San Diego passers enab led Po ly to score another victory. Here, three Mustangs force the 
quarterback to make a hurried toss which wen t to no avail. 
Roberts Johnson 
Guard 
Jay Henry 
Center 
J im Criner 
Fullback 
Curt Hill out-maneuvers Eastern New Mexico backfiei.:J to get wide open for a Tom Klosterman pass in a 
55-0 romp over the visitors. 
Dan Epperly 
Tackle 
Roger Kelly Phil Koleszar 
Fullback Halfback 
Denis Wagner Russell Woods 
Guard Guard 
Ted Tollner 
Quarterback 
Fred Boettcher Harlee Holbrook 
End End 
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Cal Poly 's 1959 freshman football squad, al ­
though playing only four games, compiled an 
outstanding record with four victories and no 
defeats. 
Paced by the quarterbacking of Ken Lott and 
Dick McBr ide, and the outstanding line play of 
AI Marinai and Roy Scialabba, the Colts sailed 
to smashing victories over Fresno State, Taft 
Junior ·college, San Jose State, and Cabrillo 
College. 
Most notable in the triumphant season was the 
drubbing of rival Fresno. While rolling up 466 
yards and holding the Bullypups to only 14, the 
Colts woo easily 51-0. 
Other seasonal game scores were 28 -6 over 
Taft. 45-7 over San Jose, and 20-18 over Ca­
bril!o. Santa Barbara forfeited their scheduled 
game to the Colts . 
Raul Castill carries the pigskin for the Colts as they roll to an undefeated season . 
Fleet.footed Colt halfback Eddie Pope scampers through San Jose State defenders 
for large gain . 
Fre8hmen 
Football 
COACHES: Assistant Coach Walt W illiamson, Coach Tom lee, 
FRESHMAN FOOTBALL TEAM : Front row, left to right: Asst. Coach Walt W i lliamson, Jerry Dow, Raul Castillo, Ken Loll, Roy Marzorini, Gil Stork, Jim 
Hock, Bil l Stewart, Coach Tom Lee. Row two: Ed Simas, Duane Keck , Brent Jobe, Andy Burnett, Jim St. Clair, Dick McBride, Bob Bernstein. Row three: 
Dick Short, Jim Ledbetter, Jim Archer, Wayne Maples, Sumner Huber, Love ll Chase, Eddie Pope. Row four : A I Morinoi , Bob Whitford, Bill Dauphin, 
Skeeter White , Roy Scialabba, Joy Hart, Dean Carleson. Junior assista nt coaches in front ore Terry and Mike Lee. 
1960 Golf team: Tony Casso , Dick Collin , John Quinn, John Collin. 
Coach C. J . Hanks 
Cal Poly's Golf Team will participate in 
five triangular CCAA conference matches 
and three tournaments this spring. The 
tournaments are the Northern California 
Intercollegiate at Santa Cruz, the South­
ern California Intercollegiate at Indian 
Wells and the CCAA Medal Tournament 
at Fresno. 
Team Captain, Dick Callin, is the only re­
turning letterman from last year's team, 
which won eight matches and lost three . 
His brother, Richard Callin, plays num­
ber one followed by Tony Cossa, Buddy 
Joe Petty, Joe Edwards, Dave Reed, John 
Quinn, and Jon Patter:;on . 
All the teams are stronger this year in 
the CCAA conference. Los Angeles State 
and San Diego are expected to defeat 
the defending champion, Fresno State. 
Cal Poly has won three matches, lost 
two, and hopes to have a 500 season. 
John Collin prepares to make a hole in one. 
Golf 
1960 Golf team : Coach Hanks, Jon Patterson, Dave Reed, Buddy Joe Petty. 
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Better duck netman, I'm serving now! 
I do all the runni.ng and my partner just stands there . 
1960 Cal Poly tennis squad, George Spain, Pete 
Jack Sanford, Tom Darnell, Coach Ed jorgensen . 
lenni~ 
The Mustang Tennis team, coached by 
Ed Jorgensen has hopes of placing high 
in the conference race and a I so a possi­
bility of taking the title . 
The team, up to date, is undefeated. 
Among the present victims are Long 
Beach State, Los Angeles State and 
Fresno State. Possibly the toughest op­
ponent will be San Diego State. 
Additions of players, who have im­
proved the team include Pete Edwards, 
formerly of San Jose City College, and 
Mike Moore, a freshman, who comes 
from Eureka High School. 
Returning lettermen from last year are 
Don Lord, Tom Darnell and John San­
ford . Other members are Gary Long­
anecher, Tom Lindham and Ken Belden. 
Coach Edward Jorgensen. 
Edwards, Rawson Lloyd, Don Lord , Mike Moore, 
Front row, left to right, Frank Garcia , Lorry Owens, Tom Darnell , Jim Rott, Fronk Matamoros, Dick Chilson. Row two , Ken Gardiner, Mike Summers, Leo Lamb, 
G. W. Wingo, Roy Scialabba, Romeo Rive ro , Dave Loom is, 
Joy Hart, Ken Roberts, Pot Lovell, AI Morinoi, and Wayne 
Hosts for the Eleventh Annual Pacific Coast 
Intercollegiate Wrestling Tournament, Cal 
Poly's matmen enjoyed a fine season under 
Coach Sheldon Harden with a 10 win and 5 
loss record. 
After completing the regular season with 
victories over San Jose State, U.C.L.A., and 
Stanford, the Poly grapplers played host to 
21 colleges and universities as the PCL's 
were presented in the new men's gymna­
sium . 
Three Mustangs were able to place in the 
PCL with heavy-weight Pat Lovell taking all 
honors for the second time in three years. 
Jim Root, 130-pounder, grabbed fourth in 
his division . Also placing fourth was Ben 
Paz in the 167- pound class. 
Defending champion Oregon State walked 
off with top honors of the PCL followed by 
Washington State, Portland State, Oregon 
College of Education, and Cal Poly. 
Pat Lovell not only won the big one in the 
PC!., but he was elected team captain for 
the Mustangs, had a 7 -1 record, won the 
Cal Poly High Point Trophy, and also the 
Outstanding Wrestling Award. 
The fastest fall trophy went to 191-pounder 
Ken Roberts who had an unblemished 7-0 
record . 
Other outstanding matmen and their records 
were: Howard Bryant 7-1, Frank Garcia 11-3, 
Jim Root 10-5, Henry Lomax 8-3, Ben Paz 
11-4, G. W. Wingo 6-2, Ken Gardiner 3-4, 
and Dave Dickson 1-9. 
ma nager, Coach Sheldon Harden . Row three , Asst. Coach Harold Simonek, Lynn Dyche, John Lilies, 
Womer. 
Wrestling 
SHELDON HARDEN 
Coach 
Now I got yo, if that referee would get out of the way. 
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Heavyweight Pat lovell prepares to 
rega in his PCI championship. 
Who 's got who? 
Now you play like a wheel barrow. 
Rolling and rolling and . .. 
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Novice 
Wrestling 
Tournament 
TOM HALL 
Tournament Organizer 
Front row, left to right, Art Kishiyama, Larry Owens, Neal Pew, Jim Root, Ken Gardiner, Henry Lomax. Row two: Gene Barnes", Jerry Dow, 
Coach Sheldon Harden, Ken Roberts, Eddie Pope. 
What a pose for such a formal picture! Eddie Pope uses strength and weight to flatten AI Marinai. 
Boxing 
Boxing Team: front row, left to right: Charles Dugan, Freddie Martin, Bob Bruner, Gerald Gebbie. Bill Ba~chi , Tim Wellman, Sam Marquez, Serob Avakian, 
Coach Tom Lee, Sarkiss Noravian. 
Miss Knockouts try to live up to their names, but who ever saw boxers laughing while 
being clobbered? 
Watch aut far my right hand. 
Coach TOM LEE 
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--
Better lay down before I knock you down . 
let's ·rest; I' m tired. 
Right in the breadbasket. 
Hold your hand up higher. 
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Have you had enough? 
Novice Boxing Tournament SAM MARQUEZ 
Tournament Organizer 
" Now hold ill You can 't hit him when he is downl" 
TOURNAMENT WINNERS: Front row , kneel ing, left to right: Jackie Cline, (132); Socko Novarian, (125); Gene Martin, (119); Tim Wellman. 
(139) . Second row: John Ramsey, (165) ; Carol Gilmour, Miss Knockout; Polly Paul, Miss Knockout; Pete Stucky, (147); Coach Tom Lee. 
Third row : Roy Scialabba , ( 156); Richard Cabral, ( 17 8) ; Charles Dugan, (HW). Not pictured, Duane Keck, first runner-up. 
tRLPOL' 
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1959-60 VARSITY BASKETBALL SQUAD: Left to right: Richard Gatlen, Vic DiGiovann i, Rally Rounsaville, Jim Webster, Bill Warmerdam, Bob Eberhardt, George 
Campbell , Malcolm McCormick, Don Lord, Joe Rycrow, Roy Johannsen, Jerry Shackelfurd, Jim Clark, Dale Kuykendall, Bob Hutton . In front: Coach W illiam 
Hicks, manager Tom Sawyer, Head Coach Ed Jorgensen . 
Varsity Basketball 
As the 1960 CCAA basketball season opened, Cal Poly's 
Mustangs loomed as top contenders for the title. But as the 
season progressed the Mustangs were found in the cellar 
after some close one and two-point losses. The second round 
of league play proved quite different as Jorgensen 's squad 
bounced back to beat San Diego State, Long Beach State, and 
Fresno State. Fresno won the CCAA despite the loss. 
Two contests between Los Angeles State and Cal Poly saw 
the highest scoring of the CCAA as Poly won 111-106 and 
lost 106-108 in a double-overtime thriller at L.A. 
Pre-league action saw the Mustangs travel to the Redlands 
Tournament where they won one game while losing a pair. 
A tour to the East followed with the team flying to New York 
City, Buffalo, Ohio, and returning by way of Idaho. On this 
trip their record was 4 wins, 1 loss. 
Coach Ed Jorgensen used a two-platoon system many times 
during the year with the number one unit composed of Joe 
Rycraw, Malcolm McCormick, Rally Rounsaville, Jim Clark, 
and Vic DiGiovanni . Another frequent starter was Jerry 
Shackelfurd. 
Joe Rycraw was the big man for the Mustangs doing every­
thing but selling popcorn in the stands. Joe led the team in 
total points (348), po ints per game ( 14.5), rebounds per 
game (12.1 ), and high single scoring effort (27 against L. A. 
State). 
Others and their averages were: McCormick 11.2, Rounsa­
ville 9.4, Clark 9 .0, Shackelfurd 8.7, DiGiovanni 8.1. 
The Mustangs averaged as a team 74.3 points while their 
opponents scored 70.6. . 
With only two starters leaving, Coach Jorgensen will be 
looking forward to having a ball club that will be a threat 
to the CCAA crown. 
RALLY ROUNSAVILLE 
Guard 
JIM CLARKE 
Guard 
Big George Campbell and the 1959-60 Cal Poly basketball season begins on the home court. 
MALCOLM McCORMICK 
Center 
JOE RYCRAW 
Forward 
VIC DiGIOVANNI 
Guard 
JERRY SHACKELFURD 
Forward 
COACH ED JORGENSEN 
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-Joe Rycrow goes up 
session of 
Vic DiGiovanni stretches arm high over 
Aztecs as he goes up for two . 
JIM WEBSTER 
'Guard 
BOB HUTTON 
Guard 
Two more for big Joe , Mustang leading 
scorer. 
BILL WARMEDAM 
Forward 
' and Poly gets pos­
·he ball. Aided by a San Diego shoulder Warner­
dam fires one for Poly. 
Please go in, ball , I've just got to score. 
RAY JOHANNSON 
Forward 
DALE KUYKENDAll 
Guard 
BOB EBERHARDT 
Center 
~cores 
88 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Westmont . . . . . . . ........ 68 
62 .. .. .... . ..... . Cal Western . .. ......... . .. 48 
72. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Redlands ... . .... . ....... 86 
61 .. . .. .. ... ..... . Chapman ................ 69 
77 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kent State . . . . . . . . . . ..... 60 
74 ...... ..... New York University ........... 62 
61 . . . . . . . . . . . . Buffalo University ... .. ... .... 59 
72 ............. Adelphi College ... .. .... .. .. 77 
59. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Idaho State . . ... .. ... .. ... 58 
59 .............. Santa Barbara . . . . .. ..... .. .60 
111 . . . . . . . . . . . . Los Angeles State . ...... . .. . 106 
64. . . . . . . . . . . . . San Diego State .... . ........ 81 
65. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Westmont . . .. ..... .... .. 54 
58. . . . . . . . . . . . . Long Beach State ............. 72 
106. . . . . . . . . . . . Los Angeles 3'fate ........... 108 
84. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Occidental ............... 63 
95 ............ San Fernando State ............ 73 
67 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fresno State ... ...... ...... 77 
72 .. ... . .... .. San Francisco State ..... ...... . 53 
68 .... .. . ...... . Santa Barbara ............ . . 69 
68. . . . . . . . . . . . . San Diego State . . . ....... .. . 64 
88. . . . . . . . . . . Pasadena Nazarene ......... . . 86 
82 . ..... : . . . . . Long Beach State ... ... ..... . 80 
69 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fresno State ............... 62 
Clark drives in with his familiar floating jump-shot. 
Webst" r and Rounsaville team up to score two against Westmont of 
Santa Barbara . 
A trip to the East highlighted the season for ten Mustangs. 
J.V. Ba8ketball 
Paced by the scoring of Bill Clemo, Larry Larson, 
Mike Nichols, and Bill Lawson, Cal Poly's first Frosh 
basketball · squad amassed 14 victories while losing 
nine. 
This squad was a tall one with the average height 
being around 6 '2". After some tough breaks and 
close ball games that added quite a few gray hairs 
to the young coach Bob Thetford, senior P. E. major, 
the Colts fielded a fine team that scored victories 
over Taft J . C., Fresno State Frosh, Westmont Frosh, 
and the Santa Barbara Frosh. 
With the valuable experience gained by these 
cagers, varsity coach Ed Jorgensen will be looking 
forward to having them on the 1960-61 squad. 
Other team members included: Glenn Cooper, Bill 
Rice, Gary Law, Pete Edwards, and Walt . Harris. 
Coach Bob Thetford 
1959-60 Fresh squad, left to right: Skeeter White , Bill Trimble , Bill 
Smith , and larry larson . Coach Bob Thetford in foreground . 
Bob Thetford briefs the team before an important ball game. 
The squad had a 15-9 record. 
Rice, Richard Dean , Bill Clemo, Glenn Cooper, Gary law, John Feusi, Bill lawson, Martin 
Splish-splash, I was taking a bath. 
Water Polo 
Cal Poly's Water Polo Team, coached by Dick 
Anderson, finished the season with five wins, 
six losses and placed fifth in the state college 
tournament. 
Jack Adams and Larry Cole were selected All 
State second string . 
Other members of the team were Jesse Olson, 
Francis Bell, Don Lillywhite, Dale Owens, Tony 
Gray, Frank Brooks, Russ Poe, Robert Marsh, Don 
Longacre, Allen Starr, and Chuck Johnson. 
Water Polo squad, front row, Jesse Olson, Francis Bell, Don Lillywhite, 
Poe , Robert Marsh, Don Longacre, _Allan Starr, Larry Cole. 
Look at him balancing the ball on his head. 
Coach Richard Anderson 
Jack Adam, Dale Owens, Tony Gray. Back row, Ceach Dick Anderson , Frank Brooks, Russ 
Swimming team: front row, left to right: Jerry Storm, Mike Francis, Bruce Allen, ' bick Hoffman. Row two: Jess Olson, Francis Bell, John Carr, Jock Adam, Dole 
Owens, Tony Gray. Row three: Coach Dick Anderson , Russ Poe, Courtney Chills, Robert Marsh, Allan Storr, Lance Goodwin, Lorry Cole, Fronk Brooks. 
Varsity 
The 1960 Mustang swimming team, coached by Dick 
Anderson, is undefeated · in league play, and is favorite 
to win the conference title. 
Records that have been broken up to date are l 00 and 
200 yard bdck stroke, the 400 yard medley relay, 1500 
meter, and the 100 and 200 yard butterfly. 
Coach Richard Ande rson 
I'll race you to the other end of the pool. The butterfly from the deep. 
Faye Clausen, PCI championship queen, holds the prized trophy which wrestl ing teams from Chico State , Washing ton State , Oregon State, and 
Cal Po ly vi ed for. 
Trophy ~uare 
The Clarence Brown Award is presented each year to the outstanding athlete in each sport. Winners and coaches are shown here with 
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Stan Ge rrie , mana ger of Clarence Brown Jewelers. Left to right : Richard Anderson , Thomas Lee, Ed Jorgensen , Gene Lenz, William Hicks, 
Hall, Vic Hall, John Allen , Sheldon Harden , and Stan Gerrie . 
"What will I do if the straps break?" 
The gymnastics team, coached by Major Plath and Dr. Glenn 
Noble, has defeated San Diego State in their only dual 
match this year. 
Herman Farlough, a senior and All -American team member, 
who placed second in the rope climb at the PCI, placed third 
in the same event at the UCLA Individual Invitational Meet. 
Jo-hn Sewell, an all around athletic performer, placed second 
on the side horse at the UCLA Meet. Kittridge Burton, a 
senior and defending CCAA champion, was successful on the 
parallel bars at the same meet. Other members of the team 
are Dalton Sherwood and Charles Cox. 
The team will compete in the CCAA tournament, and hopes 
are high for victories in the rope climb, parallel bars and 
side horse. 
" Is he pulling the magic rape trick?" 
GymnagtiM 
Coqches Major Charles Plath and Dr. Glenn Noble. 
Front row, kneeling, left to right, Wilber Silva , Herman Farlough, Kittridge Burton. Second row, Marl in 
Boisen, Farrell Cummings, Charles Cox, John Sewell. Not pictured, Julian Branch. 
CROSS COUNTRY TEAM, Front row, le ft to right , Loui s Rodriguez, Cody Evans, 
Edga r Chavez. Row two, Don Lee, Coach J im Jensen, Jack Woffo rd . 
Cross Country 
Cal Poly's Cross Country team had a very fine 
season with some of the best runners competing 
in the events for them . With Don Lee and Jack 
Wofford carry ing the squad to victory, the Mus ­
tang spikers trotted to many victories . They a t­
tended many invitational meets and were run ­
ning very well in the CCAA conference. Other 
team members were Louis Rod riguez, Cody 
Evans, and Edgar Chavez. 
JIM JENSEN 
Coa ch 
And they ' re off a nd runn ing! 
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1960 Track squad, first row , left to right, Gary Kuhn , Dick Gatl in, Lou is Rodriguez, Jack Wofford , Denn is He ster, Don Lee . Second row , Pierpon La idley , Ray 
Rideout, lngvar Hallsteinsson , Lanny Lefferty , Ma rshall Kul ju , Dave Dickey, Arthur Wilson. Third row, Walt Will iamson , coach, Don Whitefi eld , Steve Salter, Vic 
Hall , Bill Armerdamm, Frank Carroll , Larry Richer, coach. 
Traek 
In contention for the CCAA championship, the 
1960 Cal Poly track squad fielded some of the 
finest prospects that have been at the school in 
many years . The first Frosh track team in Poly's 
history got its initial start this year also . 
Vic Hall turned in some of the season's best 
marks while running in the 100, 200, and 440 
yard events. Vic is an Olympics prospect along 
with lngo Hallsteinsson, from Iceland, who 
heaved the javelin for Poly. 
In the 440, 880, and one mile relay Dennis Hes­
ter had the distinction of being the Mustangs' 
top man . In the field of high-jumping and 
broad-jumping along with the 100 yard dash it 
was Art Wilson who carried the torch for Poly. 
Jack Wofford was one of the squad 's best dis­
tance men and he competed in the two-mile run. 
Vic Ha ll , Cal Poly's Olym?iC hopeful , starred in 
the 100, 220, and 440 events. 
Row one: Richard Simmons, Jim Harper, Willis Hill, Jim Taylor. Row two: Jim Newkirk, Ken Eaglinsan, Jerry 'Johnson, Chuck Giordano. Row three: Wayne 
Sorenson, AI Warmich , Bob Williams, Ted Tollner, Coach Bill Hicks. 
Ba~eball 
I 
The season started slow for the Cal Poly 1960 baseball squad 
but as the second half of league play began the Mustangs 
began to roll up their victories. 
Fresno State, the University of California at Santa Barbara, and 
league-leading Los Angeles State were downed by the reju­
venated Mustang nine. These wins boosted their record to 10 
wins and 17 defeats . 
Among some of Cal Poly's tougher opponents that were defeated 
outside of league play included San Jose State, the University 
of San Francisco, UCLA, and the University of Southern California. 
Regular starters for Coach Hicks' on the diamond were Jim 
Harper 2B, Wayne Sorenson CF, Rich Simmons LF, Bob Williams 
1B, Jim Taylor 3B, Chuck Giordano RF, Rally Rounsaville SS, and 
Jerry Johnson C. Mustang pitchers were Jim Newkirk, AII-CCAA; 
Ted Tollner, and Rod Atnip. 
Coach Willa im Hicks saw his third season as Cal 
Poly ' s baseball mentor. 
/ 
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Rich Simmons 
I' II get you yeti 
Jerry Johnson 
Willis Hill 
Jim Taylor 
Will it be a homer? 
Jim Harper 
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Bob Williams 
Poly horsehider slides back to first on an attempted pickoff. 
Cameron Best 
"Get yourself back in that dugout!'" 
Another strike-out in the making. 
Jim Newkirk 
Nice poke, you sure slammed that one. 
George Scott 
Rally Rounsavi lle 
He's got him this time. 
A meeting of the minds. 
Gene Callen 
Bob Bernstein 
Wayne Sorenson 
Poly man trots across home plate while catcher kneels in mourning . 
Another Mustang connects for a base hit. 
Y'er out! 
Bill Collins 
Vincen t Wipf 
Noel KowachiWalt Pyle 
J.V. Baseball 
Jerry Williams 
JERRY LINNELL 
Coach 
Mike Muir 
' .. 
;~'Bob Cornell 
\ ~ . - Pat Williams 
... ,•...... .·:.., . 
\ ... ' 1
' ,·: .. 
Ted Shugar 


·Outstanding 
FREDRICK ANGELL CHARLES AROSTEGUY LOIS AXTELL 
Agricultural Engineering Crop Production Elementary Education 
JOSEPH COTCHETT 
RICHARD BERNDT DONALD BRYANT LOWELL CLAASSEN ERNEST CLEMENT Air Conditioning and 
Agricu ltural Chemistry Farm Management Aeronautical Engineering Field Crops Refrigeration 
., 
' . 
JAMES CURTIS LYNN DYCHE GALE ENSTAD HERMAN FARLOUGH PATRICIA FITZPATRICK 
Industrial Engineering Physical Education Engl ish and Speech Social Science Engl ish and Speech 
DOUGLAS GRAVES LILLA HUNTER CARLA KAUFMAN DAVE KEMPF JOHN KILIANY 
Socia l Science Anima l Husbandry Physical Education Agricultural Journalism Industria l Engineering 
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GraduatM 
LEO LAMB DONALD LORD ROBERT McCORKLE 
Field Crops Dairy Manufacturing Farm Management 
Activitie8 
EDWARD McGREW ARVEL MARKUM GARY MORSE MIKE MOSBROOKER STEWART MUNSEE 
Farm Management Aeronautical Engineering Farm Management Mathematics Soil Science 
WILLIAM POWELL MARJORIE REDINGTON DICK ROBKIN EMERY SALTER JOHN SANFORD 
Field Crops Home Economics Mathematics Mechanized Agriculture Physical Education 
LEO SCHEUBER DONNA SMITH MARY ANNE TOMASINI SONYA WOODS ROBERT YOUNT 
Farm Management Social Science Ph ysical Education Home Economics Electronics 
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Lee N. Gilbert Roy l. Griffiths 
Hideki Hamamoto Lowell M . Hobrock Leland Horgan 
John T. Gibbons 
Robert W. Kem,oel Richard F. King Richard H. Koury 
Frank N. Lucero Charles G. McCarger Donald B. Nicholson 
Richard A. Nicholson Douglas T. Packard Raymond E. Ramirez 
Otto Roeckl Thomas Sakata Gory l. Schleich 
Aeronautical Engineering Barry R. Banducci J. Martin Bauer 
Richard Abrams Victor J. Berg John H. Blomqu ist 
Donald W. Beach Harry 0 . Claar Gerald C. Cleaver 
Robert E. Burrows Stanley E. Corder Gene C. Covey 
Laurence P. Colburn 
James P. Crowder Norman E. DeMar Robert W. Duffield 
Robert P. Dunn Daniel l. Esau Vincent A . Fleming 
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Robert C. Schrader 
Darrel T. Smith 
Roy W. Villers 
Ag . Chemistry 
Michael W. Andrews 
Carl Takushi 
AI L. Sedgwick 
Dale E. Snider 
Irvin F. Witcosky 
John P. Dutra 
Ag. Engineering 
Mohsen, Afjey 
Jared W. Shaw 
Albert C. Sullenger 
James R. Wilson 
John P. Hartnett 
William A . Beekman 
.. 
James K. Churchill Richard B. Farnsworth Erw in H. Hofmann 
Ronald H. Lampson 
Daniel Shaw 
Agricultural Journalism 
Richard L. Colastan i 
Air Condition ing & 
Refrigeration 
Shafig D. Abu-Hamdan 
Sukeo Osawa 
Kenneth J. Walker 
Ra ymond E. lett 
Donald C. Bettencourt 
Ahmad Salehi 
Robert D. Warden 
Phyll is Read 
Robert D. Buckingham 
Anthony M. T. Chan 
Jay J. lund 
Robert E. Crowl 
Donald R. Martin 
Frank P. Farris 
James E. Murphy 
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Norvel M. Ney Carl H. Oeberst Allan W. Roff William H. Rust Keiji Wada Stephen G. Walther 
Wayne H. Womer Michael T. Zimmerman Animal Husbandry James J. Bolster Ray B. Bunnell Verne M . Chapman 
Donald R. Barner 
James R. Crawford 
Wi lliam H. Harrington 
John B. Da lziel 
Robert W. Hechtman 
S. Bruce Dodson 
Robert S. Hill 
Benson C. Edwards 
Samuel B. Jackson 
Keith M . Fielder 
Tommy J. Johnson 
Richard Grieb 
Oli ver W. Ki lham 
Alan . Kisner 
Charles Rayl 
John W. Lacey 
Lynn C. Re ideman 
John 0. Oakes 
James W . Rogers 
Dave Oakley 
Loren E. Schmierer 
Lawrence N. Olsen 
Peter L. Stucky 
Ronald S. Pardini 
Raymond Tanouye 
1 
Robert E. Williams Architecture Robert H. Bader Fred R. Blecksmith, Jr. Plato Corpodokis E. Jack Christensen 
Edward J . Clark Dennis B. Ahearn Ramon E. Covarrubias Robert J . Crawford David J . Dorms T. A. Dent 
'Richard H. Cook 
Donn J. Faulkner Edward W. Fong Donoho S. Holl Richard A. Holm 
Paul Hsu George lvelich Michael C. Kiefer Jim McGranahan 
Edwin Moltz Albert Mesch Ernest Morrison Thomas A. Priest 
Melvin C. Rhoads Howard D. Schultz Joe F. Strickland Kozuaki Roy Takeshita 
Roy D. Hall Robert E. Hobbs 
Daniel Lawyer Robert J . Loeffler 
J . Graham Moore Neil G. Moore 
Theodore C. Schultze Donald G. Sharp 
Michael A. Thielacker Peter L. Va llerga Jack K. Wagenaar 
E~ley Watson lambert P. Willie 
Biological Science 
Robert W. Wolstenholm Ezatollah Yazhary Hideo Agena 
Robert M. Brown Gary J. Brusca Stephen P. Cross 
Mac D. Davis Thomas C. Darnell Gary F. DeSoto 
Ross J. Dileo Derence L. Kernek Joe lien J. Lashbrook 
Brent L. lathrop Michael J. McRae Diana Y. Plank 
John l. Potter Mona l. Stockdale 01 iver E. Whatley 
Crops Production Abdallah Andarmani William A. Betts 
Pirus Abraham, Jr. lynn A. French Philip Frymire 
Robert W. DeMartin, Jr. 
James A. Klaustermeyer Mustafa I. Muafa 
Joseph Perry Farrokh Pirayesh 
Jonnie E. Galloway 
Douglas C. Nelson 
Dairy Manufacturing 
Robert Abacherli 
Austin Olinger 
Frank Jacinto 
David D. Richter 
Van Morgan 
Electronic Engineering 
Ronald Banducci 
~\ 
Gary D. Smith "9~ Wayne R. Gomes~ Richerd Haxton 
Donald Morelli Marlin Morris Gerald Oberkamper 
John A. Peterson, Jr. Carmine J. Polito Richard L. Reed 
Martin D. Reilly Dahl G. Waters Donald J. Winters 
Peter W. Bauer Allan J. Bell Lloyd W. Berg 
Phillip H. Biles Joseph Bourdet David L. Bowers 
Claude W. Brown 
John R. Campbell 
Thomas R. Eliiot 
James W. Gilliand 
Daniel N. Brown 
Dale A. Canady 
leonard J. Fortunati 
Tom I. Gonda 
David N. Burn~ 
Richard J. Co~ 
Donald E. Frevert 
Donald W. Griswold 
P. E. Gruwell Kenneth Hashiro 
David E. Heine John Wm. Heine 
Donald l. Hendrix John D. Isaac 
Robert A. Johnson 
Norbert E. Kalthoff 
Sam T. Kelly 
Russell Jouett 
James R. Kaness 
lawrence K. Koga 
Charles A. Klein 
Michael J . lopez 
Richard G. McClellan 
lawrenc& S. Kreyer 
Charles F. lothrop 
Douglas S. McDonald 
Wayne E. McMorran 
Alvin C. Mathews 
Maurice Millman 
Ray E. Manning 
.lim Matsueda 
Forrest B. Morris 
Jose Munoz-Flores 
Richard 0. Nissen 
James K. Oimet 
David E. Nielsen 
larry G. Olsen 
Scott M. Overstreet 
Donald l. Parker William l . Patterson 
Floyd E. Pointer Ralph C. Rasmussen 
John Rex Ronald G. Reich 226 
Thomas A. Boyden Claude H. Br~dges , Jr. 
John G. Figueira Kwong W. Fang 
John L. HoltArthur C. Walden Donald E. Harlow 
Edwin S. Webber William G. Walsh 
Electron ics and Math Thomas W. Wr igh t 
Thomas M . Baron Richard E. Cronk 
George W. Rittenhouse Francis J. Rotondi 
Robert P. Rumble Ri cha rd D. Samuelson 
Carson L. Serviss Robert W. Shannon 
Robert M . Kirby 
Richard E. Lohry 
Robert G. Marshall 
Ted Glasener Robert H. King 
Paul C. Piguet Robert Smith 
Electrical Engineering 
Victor AndreoneWilliam C. Smothers 
Robert A. Stow 
Robert T. Wada 
Edmundo Sierra 
Gerry Stillman 
Robert A . Underhill 
Surn Ho Lee 
Hal March 
Lloyd S. Mills 
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Jorge H. Montero Arnold I. Noumu Robert S. Okimoto Richard A. Palmer Robert J . Pate Jaime Sarria 
Robert W. Schersche l Bruce Serigstad Madan M. Sharma Stanley G. Shifflet Robald A. Siemer Daniel W. Sisley 
James L. Taylor Thomas E. Tuchscherer W. Nolte Vaughan, Jr. Jack Venable Sukhbir Singh Virk Terry S. Waki 
Grey G. Whipple John Zimmerman Elementary Education Marjorie Barnett Sharon A. Bodley Anne G. Boysen 
Patricia Bader 
A. Lenore Cl ine Jackie L. Cline Ruth Eddy John P. Honeyman Carol Hurd Ellen Kishiyama 
Peter L. Mann Bette Moore Louella L. Ormonde Jane Randall Herman L. Ripp Mona Stone 
M . Louise Sturges Gail P. Thomas Lindo Wilkinson Carlene Yowell Geraldine M . Anderson Donald E. Bishop 
Anita J. Glenn Patricio Kelly Paul C. Von Der Veldt David Wang English Bertrand W . Anderson 
Marvin H. Almond 
Form Management 
Kenneth B. Beach Thomas L. Bowles James R. Campbell Louis D. Covalletto II W illiam Duflock Wesley Eode 
James R. Fisher Donald A. Ford Monte Kinsley Charles G. Mixon Judy A. Betlach Alice M. Campbell 
Home Economics 
Arch ie G. Bartholomew 
Alice Creasy Lindo Ho rmon Margaret A . Loomis Renee Vollon Industrial Engineering William T. Cooper 
M itsuru Hashimoto Donald B. La Trobe John Meszaros Robert L. Nielson George H. Rase Kenneth E. Seikel 
-Ronald K. LaceyJames H. Kennedy 
Bruce W. LiebelJames C. Lashbrook 
Don LucasSandra W. Longley 
W. Scott Cummings Allen C. Darrow 
Donald E. Denk Pierre J. Du Bois, Jr. 
Joe E. Faver Don C. Ferguson 
Ronald L. Varner 
Stuart S. Sunderland Richard G. Ackerman 
Ernest C. Veal Math 
Douglas E. Anderson Glen L. Armann 
. Mervin J . McClurg Philip L. Mattson 
Felix Mendaros Dona ld W . Meyer 
Donald S. Miller Henry C. Miller 
H. Thayle Hancock Doyle Harris 
George E. Hayo Kenneth W. Hubbard 
Theodore R. Husong Lawrence R. Keller 
Richard A. Asplund Harvey J. Bader 
John Carr Franklin D. Carroll 
George A. Chapman Sheldon Clem 
John L. Nichols Kazuo Ogawa 
John D. Oliver Tuan Tat Phon 
Michael F. Pickett Peter Reitz 
Donald F. Waniota John H. Weidner 
Calvin L. Welch Ri r.hard D. Winn 
Gilbert E. Wood Donald Yamashita 
Paul R. Hill Alton E. Hutch inson 
Thomas A. Rasmussen Emil Salmoon 
Charles M. Stark Arthur V. Stayer 
Bob Schmiederer Sassoon Shenassa 
Gary T. Stevenson Lowrance Stiles 
Daniel I. Suzuki Roland J. Veon 
Donald T. Yamada Michael T. Andrews 
David R. Brunner Mechanized Agriculture 
Hikmet M. Hanna Cl iff Hahn 
Charles P. Harmon 
George S. Voile David L. Arnold 
Mechanical EngineeringDenis D. Baptiste 
Lloyd E. Barnes James F. Barth 
Richard W. Bartlett 
James M. Collins Robert J. Cortelyou Robert P. Do the 
John A . Dear Gary Paul Dews Richard Donaldson 
AI C. Bateman 
T. Allen Bevan 
Bill Bousman 
Bill A. Brinks 
Charles W. Dunbar Kenneth L. Eckhardt Joseph Engeln 
William D. Evans William L. Evans, Jr. James F. Forchini 
James H. Fox David J. Gaffaney Howard N. Gearhart 
Joe D. Gilman Dennis E. Glendenning Robert L. Gordon 
William H. Beach, Jr. William R. Beck 
Phillip A. Bohm David M. Bosworth 
Phillip J. Brashear Lawrence W. Brendlin 
James B. Bristol Buell L. Brown, Jr. 
Ronald W. Brown Ernest 0 . Buenting 
Sherman J. Chan James R. Chesemore 
Elliott D. Brown 
Kittridge R. Burton 
 Nosrot A. Gueromion Kenneth A. Gustafson Jerry C. Hanlon 
Edward B. Harker Ill Horly M. Harty Dono ld L. Hollands 
Wolter F. Hooper Richard I. Hoyol Richard Ichikawa 
Robert W. Ingham Richard P. Jacobs John L. Jennings 
Robert T. Kobo to Richard F. Klein Gene C. Knauer 
Donald H. Long Ronald Lorson Gerold D. Livers 
William D. McBride 
Donald R. Moloney 
John S. Matteucci 
Herbert Odo 
James H. McClain 
Ronald E. Marsolek 
Ronald R. Meolhow 
Kenneth R. Olsen 
John C. Longley 
Robert F. Machado 
Robert C. Martin 
Fernando J. Munoz 
Ronald Omberg Bruce Orr David P. Orton 
Paul E. Parnell Neal E. Philbrick David F. Pierce 
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Paul N. Price Lesl ie H. Renck Albert W. Rich James M. Ryan, Jr. Duane A. Sanborn Jacob Schmelz 
Alan P. Shadbaurne Wilbur J. Shaffer Richard S. Shaw Asalf M. Stellhorn Vernon L. Suberan Victor A. Takesh ita 
Frank Teiche John Tiedemann, Jr . Jack F. Tobin Raymond S. Totah Leonard R. Vancott James Walsh 
William M. Warner David T. Weiss Karl Widiner Charles L. Williams Charles E. Wilson Albert W. Wong 
Kiyoshi Yamane James P. Bryson Paul A. Downing Ph ilip Greig Edwin Nabeta Gary W. Schlicter 
Susan R. Atkins Joe Copeland Arthur W. Daugherty Daniel B. Epperly Richard B. Ferguson Thomas P. Hall 
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Robert G. Mannini Darwin K. McGill William L. Miller Robert Moore Ray Porras Elizabeth Rayl 
Catherine Sanford Richard D. Simmons Harold Simonek Jerry A. A. Smith Diane Smithson James E. Taylor 
Bob Thetford Don Tsark Claude E. Turner Carl Underwood Shelia Varian Carl A. Germano 
Gilbert Neff Marcel Olsen Robert A. Sanders Jere Schultz AI Boyce Physical Science 
Poultry Husbandry William C. Famini 
Wm. Roy Anderson 
Adrian A. Francken Milton L. Hall James C. Hart Felix Minas Printing Guy L. Baker 
Neil W. Carpenter Norman H. Davis Harold R. Flaherty Howard W . Gaidsick David R. Groh James W. Gwin, Jr. 
j 
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Jerry N. Holmes 
Edwin J. Howe 
Edmond W. Kersten 
Douglas A. Mussell 
Gerald A. Engelken 
Ted C. Kramp 
Robert K. Jennings 
Wal ter l. Lovelady 
Vember D. Taylor 
Anna May Fent 
Joseph E. Leonard 
Richard E. McDone ll 
Fred A. Zietz 
Nur G. Gu rpinar 
Barbara Overmeyer 
Luz S. Bustos 
Socia l Science 
Winnie M. C. Jeong 
Patricia Patchett 
Ted D. Rink 
Thomas D. Klosterman 
Andrew C. Poe 
Ma rsha ll S. Thompson 
Ke ith N. Gran t 
Soi l Science 
Willard S. Johnston 
Richard Holladay, M. E. 
Patrick A. Powers 
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Technical Arts 
Raymond B. Audo 
Arthur R. Kitowski 
Charles R. Paul 
Roger E. Perso 
Warren J. Riley 
Kenton J . Zlob 
Rex lyons 
Neil Marshburn 
Bill F. Richardson 
Arnold Kubitski 
Malcolm E. McPhail 
Harlan W. Beck 
Kenneth E. long 
Kenneth K. Smith 
G. Ray Wisnom 
Byron W. Butler, Jr. 
John F. Martin 
John R. Van Dyke 
Glen H. Stoller 
William R. Young 
Michael J. Kinney 
James W. Norton 
Joseph D. Williams 
Antonio lopesda Silva 
Melvin E. Smith 
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Thank~ 
Kay Johnson - for sending me to my classes, and for working so hard to meet our deadlines . 
You 've been a valuable associate editor and fun to work with. 
Sherrie Keller - for ta ki ng on any and all stray, unwanted jobs and for seeing the deadlines 
through to the exhausting end. Good luck as editor of El Rodeo 1961. 
Silver Spigot - for the " tranquilizers" which also helped me get through the bind of deadlines. 
Ken Seikel - for setting up the " tranquilizers " and for doing the " troublesome" darkroom jobs 
such as printing up the queen pages . Thanks, also, for cleaning up the darkroom after my work 
parties. 
Pat Fitzpatrick - for doing her job as administration and faculty editor like a former editor-in­
chief should. 
Bill Rice - for helping to keep the office clean by taking all of the extra pictures of pretty girls, 
and for com ing through as a real working sports editor. 
Karen Wh ite - for helping initiate the mass production of club pictures . It saved us all a lot of 
headaches. 
Burt Turney and Mickey Dunlap - for the senior pictures and for the picture of my dog (page 
37). Her dog house is a 1953 black Mercury Monterey that I am obliged to chauffeur. 
David Wang - for sharing his dinners with me when I worked nights on El Rodeo and for de­
signing the cover of El Rodeo 1960. 
Steve Ryan - for doing all of those last minute photography chores and for printing pictures 
with contrast. 
Mr. Healey - for loaning me his keys to the darkroom and supply room for the hundredth time. 
Mr. Nicholosn- for being such a good advisor. You gave praise when we were depressed and 
gave suggestions when they were asked for. 
Lois Roberts - for her many hours of devotion to duty. (That's the way to get an A.) 
Pam Lettow - for being number one telephone girl. You must have made at least seventy calls 
to get the dorm pictures taken. 
Dave Brown - for joining the staff at the eleventh hour. You were a great help. We sure 
could have used your get-up-and-go last fall. 
El Corral - for the lemon cokes . Sometimes that was all that kept me going. 
Dan Lawson - for never using AgEd 215 as a conference room . The staff made good use of it. 
El Mustang - for giving us all the publicity we needed to get our pictures . 
The girls in the A.S.B. office - for getting the tons of mimeographing done and supplying all 
kinds of es sential information. 
The custodians - for not making a mess of a II of our messes. 
To all the students who turned in activity pictures- especially Luz Bustos, Richard Grieb, Ron­
ald Hiebert, Max Howard, and Richard Chilson . Sorry, we couldn 't use them all. 
My staff- for getting the book on the presses. I can't thank you all but you've all been a big 
help. You did the boring and hard jobs as well as the easy ones and deserve more than two 
units a quarter. 
Cal Poly student body - for making this book possible, which, in turn ,makes my job poss ible. 
It's been a very valuable experience and lots of fun . 
Enjoy your El Rodeo 1960. Let it be a guide for reminiscing and a resource for forgotten names 
and faces when reunions come around. 
Gerry Andergon 240 
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